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Language

Introduction

sonar script has the task of generating a complete sonar simulation model 
using written instructions. Instead of the user drawing a model directly on 
the screen using graphical interactive tools and functions, the user defines 
the same process with a set of instructions that in principle record exactly 
the same actions in text form. The entire model, which the user could draw 
manually on the screen, is instead stored in text form in a file. This approach 
often has the advantage over the classical definition that changes or variants 
to a basic model can be made more quickly in a macro, rather than on a 
finished sonar model. A sonar script is also an excellent documentation of a 
model, because all geometrical and physical settings are recorded in it in a 
written and clear form.

sonar script' is a universal interpretive macro, control system and command 
language associated with the sonar software. 'Interpretive' means that the 
language is translated or interpreted by a compiler at the time of execution. 
Consequently, 'sonar script' is not translated into a machine language before 
it is brought to execution. The sonar script language includes a scanner, a 
parser, an interpreter and syntax analysis. When a sonar script is executed, 
the entire script is first executed virtually and checked for errors. If no errors 
are detected during this check, then the script is actually executed. 

sonar script files are written in text format, have the extension (.txt) and can 
be created and modified with any text processing programme. The Windows 
system programme 'Editor', which is available on every Windows computer, 
is particularly suitable for this purpose.

sonar Script is a language that has evolved and grown. The language was not 
originally based on a plan as to which reserved words should be included in 
the vocabulary of the language. The language emerged and grew in parallel 
during the development of the software. From the beginning, however, the 
language had the concept of remaining simple and using the same sentence 
structure whenever possible. The intention was to define a very simple, easy-
to-learn language that anyone, even non-informaticians, could easily 
understand. It should be a language that is easy to read and, if possible, self-
explanatory. In fact, sonar script has little to do with a full-blown 
programming language. sonar script has, if anything, more to do with 
command languages that control computers on a higher level. The sonar 
script vocabulary will not be completed in the foreseeable future. Often, 
when new functions are implemented in sonar, new language constructs are 
needed to capture these operations in script form.

sonar script is in a sense universal. In the sonar environment, the language 
is used for various purposes:

• Macro language
• Control system language
• Command language
1



These different areas of application sometimes use their own factual words, 
but the basic structure of the language is the same. 

Glossary

In this book, different fonts are used to distinguish different language 
elements and for better understanding. The following formatting rules apply:

LANGUAGE ELEMENT

Reserved words and corresponding instructions in the 'sonar script' language 
are represented using the COURIER font. However, the upper and lower case 
in this font can be used as desired.

placeholder

A placeholder must be replaced by the user with a reserved word from a 
selection of several possible words. The following special placeholders are 
used in the rest of the text:

bool : TRUE, FALSE, YES, NO, ON, OFF
int, integer : Integer numerical value
float, double : (floating point value in single or double precision)

[optional]

Rectangular brackets indicate that the language elements they contain are 
optional rather than mandatory.

a | b | c

Vertical hyphens between language elements have the meaning of the word 
'or'. The user is requested to select one of the listed words.

Language Structure

At the beginning a few sonar script statements:

CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, 1, 1, 5, 2.4)
SET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, 7.8)
CREATE FIELD (GRAVITATION, 0, -1, 0, 9.81E-10)

Every reader understands, at least in the sense, what these instructions 
might mean.

• An object of the type sphere is created
at the position (1, 1, 5)
and with the radius of 2.4

• The density of this object (O1) is set to 7.8.
• A gravitational field is switched on 

in direction (0, -1, 0) 
and with a certain value for the gravitational acceleration.

The bracket expressions (1, 1, 5) and (0, -1, 0) are vectors (x, y, z).
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These examples already show the basic structure of ‘sonar script’ 
instructions. This structure runs like a red thread through the entire sonar 
script language.

   Command Qualifier ( parameterList )

   What to do ? ........... ( with What and How exactly ? ..........)

This is a statement. From a series of statements of this form, entire 
statement blocks or statement lists can be compiled. 

   statementList = statement
                statement
                statement
                .........
                statement

If the statement list now gets a header line, we have a 'sonar script'.

   BEGIN SCRIPT scriptName
   statementList

This is roughly the structure of the sonar script language. A very simple and 
pragmatic language without frills, which says minimally and without detours 
what should happen.

Statement

sonar script is a line-oriented language. Each statement ends with a line feed 
(return). Conversely, each line feed marks the end of a statement. The 
maximum length of a statement is 256 characters. Strictly speaking, it is 255 
characters plus the line break. If a line is longer, the interpreter will truncate 
the overhang and what remains will probably generate a syntax error. The 
number of instructions a script may have is not limited.

Comments

As in every computer language, sonar script also offers the possibility of 
adding comments to the text of a scipt. These comments do not take part in 
the actual execution, but are marginal notes by the author for the reader. 
They are explanations that serve the understanding of the programme. Last 
but not least, they are reminders to oneself so that after a year one still 
knows what the instructions are supposed to do. Comments are optional, but 
highly recommended. The exemplary instructions written at the beginning 
can be extended to a complete script with what has been said so far as 
follows.

BEGIN SCRIPT myScript
-- a steel ball in free fall
-------------------------------------------------
CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, 1,  1,  5,  2.4)
SET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, 7.8) -- density of steel
CREATE FIELD (GRAVITATION, 0, -1, 0, 9.81E-10)
-- end of script

Two minus signs indicate the end of an instruction. Everything that comes 
after the two minus signs up to the end of the line is ignored. In fact, the two 
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minus signs and the rest of the line are cut off in an instruction before the 
line is interpreted. Comments may therefore be added at the end of a 
statement or actual comment lines may be used as in the example above 
(dashed line). Note that a script may also have empty lines.

Upper and lower case

sonar script is not sensitive to upper and lower case. Upper and lower case 
can be mixed arbitrarily. Words that differ only in upper and lower case are 
equivalent:

'DENSITY' = 'density' = 'dEnSiTy'.
'O1' = 'o1
9.81E-10' = '9.81e-10'
etc.

Case sensitivity can be used as another means of structuring a script. A 
frequently used good method is to write all reserved words of the system in 
upper case and to use own naming or own text with the lower case.

Object Reference

We created a sphere in the last script with the statement 

CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, 1, 1, 5, 2.4)

The first parameter in this statement is called 'O1'. This abbreviation means 
'Object 1'. This parameter is not necessary to create a sphere. The purpose 
of this parameter is to create a reference to the object that is to be created. 
If we want to make additional settings on a certain object or set further 
properties, we have to be able to tell the system which object we mean. We 
need a reference or a name for the object in question. And it is exactly this 
name that we set when we create the sphere in the above statement. We call 
the sphere 'O1' or 'O16'. In the second statement of the last script, where we 
set the density, we then used this reference and said: "Set the density of the 
sphere named 'O1' to a certain value. 

An object reference obeys the syntax: 'O' & integer, so

O1, o2, o16, ...

The integer must lie in the following number range: [1..16383]. Just as there 
are references for objects, there are also references for other types:

Elements:    E1, e2, ...
Contours:    C1, c2, ...
Objects:     O1, o2, ...
Links:       K1, k2, ...
Fixpoints:   F1, f2, ...
Grid’s:      G1, g2, ...
Actuators:   A1, a2, ...
Dampers:     D1, d2, ...
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Unit System

The sonar software calculates in the so-called [cm-g-µs] system. In words: 
in the centimetre-gram-microsecond system. Why this unusual system of 
units is used has something to do with the numerical integration of the basic 
equations in sonar during the simulation (see the sonar tutorial). For this 
reason, in a 'sonar script' all variables used must be in this system of units. 
The intention is to provide the user with a tool in the form of a dialogue to 
convert certain numerical values 'ad hoc' from the metric to this 'calculation' 
system.

For the time being, we will be content with an example. In the last script 
example we used the following line:

CREATE FIELD (GRAVITATION, 0, -1, 0, 9.81E-10)

The last parameter in this line is the gravitational acceleration on the earth's 
surface with 9.81 m/s2. The conversion into the so-called 'calculation' 
system is done in this case as follows:

9.81 m/s2 = 9.81 * 1E+2 cm / (1E+6 us)2 = 9.81E-10 cm/us2

and this value was consequently used in our script. 

Open and Execute scripts

A script is written and prepared in a text processing programme (e.g. in the 
system programme EDITOR). The script is saved as a text file with the 
extension (.txt). 

Back in sonar_LAB, the 'MacroTool' with its own menu is located at the right 
edge of the screen. With the help of this menu and using the standard file 
dialogue, we open the prepared script with

MacroTool / File / Open Macro

We are also able to execute the script via the menu in the Macro Tool:

MacroTool / Macro / Execute

First, however, the system checks the macro for possible syntax errors and 
only starts executing the script if the text passes this check. Otherwise, an 
error message is displayed and a hint is given as to the location and cause of 
the error. This procedure protects us from the programme starting to create 
objects, getting stuck and leaving us with an unfinished construction site of 
the intended model which we cannot and do not want to process further 
anyway. This would be particularly troublesome if several scripts are called 
and executed one after the other and suddenly one script calls the whole 
work into question.

FIGURE 1. An error message after the menu command 'Execute' has been triggered
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FIGURE 2. ......, and the programme line that caused the error, displayed in the header of the 
Macro Window respectively Macro Tool (yellow line)

As shown in the so-called yellow line in the MacroTool, the second word in the 
programme line in question has been written as 'OBJEKT' instead of 
'OBJECT'.

Expressions

Expressions are statements that return a result.  In contrast to an instruction 
of the form 'SET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, 7.8)', which we have 
already used, there are expressions of the form

POS.X(O14) - POS(O3) + 1.2 (expression)

or

POS.X(O14) < 12.5          (boolean expression)

The first of the two expressions returns a numerical value as a result, the 
second a result of the form 'true' or 'false' (TRUE, FALSE), depending on the 
value of the X-component of the position of object no.3 and no.14 at the 
moment. This value can of course change in the course of a simulation. 
Therefore, one can intercept the occurrence of a certain event with a so-
called Boolean expression.

Conditional Statements

Within a script, the execution of individual lines or entire script segments can 
be made dependent on certain conditions. The conditions are so-called 
Boolean expressions which deliver a result of the form (TRUE or FALSE). Only 
if this test is true, the following enclosed statements are executed. The 
syntax of a conditional statement is as follows:

Syntax: DO IF (boolean expression)
   statementList
END IF
6



‘DO IF' and 'END IF' are reserved word combinations. Conditional statements 
can be nested arbitrarily, i.e. the conditional statements can in turn contain 
conditions again.

ExampleDO IF (T < 0.5E+6) -- falls die Zeit T < 0.5s
   statementList
   DO IF (POS.X(o3) <= 10.2)
      statementList
   END IF
   statementList
END IF

Each 'DO IF' statement must end with an 'END IF' line, i.e. the number of 'DO 
IF' and 'END IF' statements in a script is equal. Otherwise an error message 
will be displayed.

Loops

Loops' are an important and indispensable tool in a programming language. 
With 'loops' we are able to run repetitive script sections several times and 
e.g. create a chain of repeating parts. With nested loops we generate a 
three-dimensional ball cluster, etc. 

SyntaxLOOP FOR loopControl
   statementList
END FOR

The so-called 'loopControl' determines how often and with which indices the 
loop is run through. If the execution finally comes to an end according to 
these specifications, then the next script section that follows the loop 
structure is executed. The 'loopControl' has the following syntax:

SyntaxloopControl := (loopVariable, index start, index end, index step)

The first time the loop starts, the loopVariable is set to the value start. 
Subsequently, the loopVariable is increased by the value step with each pass. 
If the value end is exceeded, the loop is aborted. The best way to show the 
whole thing is with an example:

ExampleLOOP FOR (J, 0, 12, 1)
   statementList
   LOOP FOR (I, 1, 8, 2)
      statementList
   END FOR
   LOOP FOR (I, 0, 20, 1)
      statementList
   END FOR
   statementList
END FOR

There are a few remarks to be made about this example: 

• The so-called J-loop with the loopVariable 'J' is run through a total of 13 
times.

• The first I-loop, on the other hand, is only run through 4 times, one after 
the other for the indices (1, 3, 5, 7).
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• The second I-loop, which is run through 21 times, uses the same 
loopVariable 'I' as the preceding loop. This is permissible as long as the 
loops do not get in each other's way and become redundant. For example, 
instead of the second I-loop, the loopVariable 'J' should not be used 
again, because the J-variable is still active at this point and has not yet 
been processed.

• The loopVariable may be used again as variables within the 
statementList. For example, within an 'I'-loop there could be a statement 
of the form:

CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, I*2, J*2, 0, 0.3)

• Multiplying the X and Y coordinates of the spheres by the loopVariable 
results in a regular 2-dimensional mesh of spheres.
8



Functions

The following functions are implemented in the sonar script language

Mathematical functionsABS (expression)   absolute value
SQR (expression)    quadratic value
SQRT (expression)   square root
EXP (expression)    exponential function
LOG (expression)    natural logarithm
LOG10 (expression)  logarithm to base 10
ODD (expression)    uneven number

Trigonometric functionsSIN (expression)    Sin function
COS (expression)    Cos function
TAN (expression)    Tan function
ASIN (expression)   Arc Sin function
ACOS (expression)   Arc Cos function
ATAN (expression)   Arc Tan function

Boolean functionsAND                 logical AND
OR                  logical OR
NOT                 logical NOT

ExampleLOOP FOR (J, 1, 12, 1)
   -- a circle of 12 spheres
   -- radius = 4
   -- 3.14159 = 
   -- the following expression is writte on one single line
   CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, 4*COS(J*3.14159/6),
                               4*SIN(J*3.14159/6), 0, 0.5)
END FOR

Remarks• The trigonometric functions take as argument an angle in radians and not 
in degrees.

• To the above example: Since the SIN and COS functions always return a 
number in the value range of [-1 ... +1], multiplying this function by the 
number '4' gives the radius of the circle, or the '4' is the radius of the 
circle. The angle argument of the SIN and COS function contains the index 
counter 'J'. It follows that the angle in the respective bracket is increased 
accordingly with each pass of the loop. So if the loop is run through 12 
times, the angle at the last run = 12 * /6 = 2. And that again is just a 
full circle. Therefore, the 12 balls are distributed over a full circle.

• At this point an important question arises. In a 'loop' as described above 
in the last example, a new sphere is created in each pass and each time 
this sphere is given the name or object reference 'O1'. Does this mean 
that these spheres all have the same name? The answer is: No, always 
the last sphere that was created under the name 'O1' is called so. All 
other spheres lose their names and can no longer be referenced in this 
way in the further sequence of the script. If you want to give each ball in 
this 'loop' certain properties, then you do this within the loop, directly 
after a ball has been created and its reference is still valid. In fact, the 
9



whole thing works in the sonar script software in such a way that an 
object list with corresponding object numbers is created internally. Each 
created object gets an entry where it says exactly which object number 
belongs to object 'O1', and so on. If a new sphere with the reference 'O1' 
is created, the old entry is simply overwritten with the new object number. 
Referring again to the last example, at the end, when the loop has come 
to its end, the object number 12 appears next to the object name 'O1' in 
this internal object list.

Operatoren

The language 'sonar script' knows the following operators:

Operator Priority Unless further specified with bracket expressions, the operations in an 
expression are executed according to a certain order of precedence. In order 
of priority, this is the following order of precedence:

Example 2*4+8/4 = 10
2*(4+8)/4 = 6

TABLE 1. Operators

Operator Operation, Type Result

+ Addition value  (double)

- Subtraction value  (double)

* Multiplication value  (double)

/ Division value  (double)

< smaller booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

<= smaller or even booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

>= larger or even booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

> larger booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

== even, identical booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

<> uneven booelan (TRUE, FALSE)

() bracket expression evaluated first

= expression value assignment

TABLE 2. Execution Priority

Priority Operator Operation, Type

1 () bracket expressions

2 - negative Sign

3 * / multiplication, division

4 + - addition, subtraction

5 < <= >= > comparison

6 == <> comparison
10



A  special Variable

We have learned how to reference and reuse other objects that were 
previously created in the same script with so-called object references. 
Furthermore, we will see that objects can also be selected and reused by 
selecting them at a certain point in space. Here comes another method to 
select other objects to reuse them in functions, even if they were created in 
another script or manually. It is the selection of the last created object. It 
does not matter how it was created. The last object in the object memory is 
simply selected, as it is also entered in the so-called 'Object Tool' in the 
object folder. 

SyntaxSELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT)

The function also allows you to modify the object number by subtracting a 
certain integer from it:

SyntaxSELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - n)

For example, the following statement selects the third last object in the 
current object list.

SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - 2)

sonar script Limits

The following table shows some limits of the sonar-script implementation:

TABLE 3. sonar script limits

property limit

max. statement length 255 characters

max. script lemgth unlimited (capacity of a Windows textfield)

max. number of references of a type 16799

max. number of nested loops 31

max. number of parameters in a script 31

max. number of open scripts 1

max. number of open models 1
11



Raw data

Introduction

Raw data is mostly 2-dimensional, in some cases also 3-dimensional 
character data. 2-dimensional raw data is most often generated in the X-Y 
plane (front view). The Z-coordinates of this data are then set to zero 
throughout. This is also done in this sense in the following examples.

Imported raw data from CAD programmes (e.g. DXF data) are also pure 
drawing data which do not yet have any physical meaning. Only by 
processing the raw data into 3-dimensional physical objects do they finally 
become what we need in a simulation. In sonar we know the following raw 
data elements:

• POINT
• LINE
• ARC
• CIRCLE
• POLYGON
• POLYLINE
• QUADSTRIP

These basic elements can be further processed into more complex structures 
as far as possible. In particular, we often make use of so-called LINE-ARC 
contours in 'sonar'.

Point

Macro CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POINT, x0, y0, z0)

E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
POINT: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of point p0

Description The point is given the global coordinates (x0, y0, z0).

Line

Macro CREATE ELEMENT (E1, LINE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
LINE: reserved word
x1, y1, z1; x2, y2, z2: coordinates of two points p1, p2

Description The line is in fact a distance defined by two end points.

Arc

Macro CREATE ELEMENT (E1, ARC, x0,y0,z0, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, orient)
12



E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
ARC: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Arc centre p0
x1, y1, z1: Arc starting point p1
x2, y2, z2: arc end point p2
orient: orientation in contour (counterclockwise: 1; clockwise: -1). outer contour = 1; hole = -1.
default value = +1.

DescriptionThe arc is always interpreted as being drawn counterclockwise from point p1 
towards p2, regardless of which of the two angles (angle 1, angle 2) is the 
smaller. In other words, the user must set the two points p1 and p2 so that 
this rule applies. The radius of the arc is determined as the length of the 
distance p0-p1. The end point p2 is only used to determine the end angle. If 
p2 is not on the radius of the arc, then this has no influence on the radius of 
the arc. The last variable 'orient' can take the values {1, -1} and finally 
determines in which direction a contour is run. Normally and for outer 
contours orient = +1.

Circle

MacroCREATE ELEMENT (E1, CIRCLE, cx, cy, cz, nx, ny, nz, R)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
CIRCLE: reserved word
cx, cy, cz: circle centre p0
nx, ny, nz: homogeneous, direction vector perpendicular to the circular disc
R: circle radius

DescriptionFirst we create a plane through the origin. The direction of this plane is to be 
defined by a normal vector, i.e. a vector that has its base point at the origin 
and is perpendicular to the plane. This homogeneous vector is given by the 
three coordinates (nx, ny, nz). This gives the orientation of the plane in 
space. As a further step, this plane is now moved parallel so that it passes 
through the point (cx, cy, cz). This completely defines the circular plane and 
the centre of the circle in space. With the circle radius R, the circle in this 
plane is finally also defined. 

Polygon (convex)

MacroCREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYGON, n)

DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xi,yi,zi)
...
DATA(xj,yj,zj, ..., xn,yn,zn)
E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
POLYGON: reserved word
n: integer = number of points of the polygon
xi, yi, zi ... : coordinates of the polygon points

DescriptionThe data is appended in any number of 'DATA' lines. It is important that the 
number of points in the data lines corresponds to the declared number of 
points 'n'. Furthermore, all z-coordinates must be zero. The following 
example draws an octagon.

ExampleCREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYGON, 8)
DATA( 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, -1, 2, 0)
DATA(-2, 1, 0, -2,-1, 0, -1,-2, 0)
DATA( 1,-2, 0, 2,-1, 0)
13



Polyline

Macro CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYLINE, n)

DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
...
DATA(xj,yj,zj, ..., xn,yn,zn)
E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
POLYLINE: reserved word
n: integer = number of points of the polyline
xi, yi, zi ... : coordinates of the polyline points

Description The data is appended in any number of 'DATA' lines. It is important that the 
number of points in the data lines corresponds to the declared number of 
points 'n'. Furthermore, all z-coordinates must be zero. 

Quadstrip

Macro CREATE ELEMENT (E1, QUAD_STRIP, n)

DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
POLYLINE: reserved word
n: integer = number of points of the polyline
xi, yi, zi ... : coordinates of the polyline points

Description A quadstrip is, as the name suggests, a strip or chain of quadrilaterals. It is 
important to keep the correct numbering of the points, as shown in the 
adjacent figure. The total number of points is even. Furthermore, all z-
coordinates must be zero. While a polygon only allows convex borders, a 
'quadstrip' also allows concave or even wound structures. The following 
example shows a simple angular profile cross-section which could be used as 
a starting point for an extrusion.

Example CREATE ELEMENT (E1, QUAD_STRIP, 6)
DATA(0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 5, 0.5, 0)
DATA(0.5, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 0)

Select raw data

Macro SELECT ELEMENT (E1)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}

Description For multiple selections, this operation can be called several times in a script 
for different reference numbers. The selected elements are marked 
accordingly in the views.

Delete raw data

Macro CLEAR ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
SELECTION: (reserved word) -> some elements must be selected

Description Here in 'sonar script' we explicitly use the command 'CLEAR' and not 
'DELETE' to delete elements. This means that the deleted elements cannot be 
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transferred to the clipboard and therefore cannot be pasted again with 
'PASTE'. Deleting and reinserting raw data within a script ultimately makes 
no sense and is not necessary or can be better solved in another way.

MacroCLEAR ALL

This instruction deletes everything that is selected, however the selection is 
composed. This can be either only elements or a combination of elements 
and objects.

MacroSET PROPERTY (E1, INUSE, bool)

E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
INUSE: reserved word
bool: boolean value {TRUE || FALSE)

DescriptionAn element can thus be temporarily switched off by applying the function 
with the third parameter 'FALSE' to the referenced element. If the model is 
subsequently saved at some point, the element in question is definitely 
deleted. Otherwise, it can be reactivated at a later time with the parameter 
'TRUE'. 

Group raw data

MacroGROUP ELEMENTS (SELECTION || ALL)

SELECTION: (reserved word) -> some selected elements must be grouped
ALL: (reserved word) -> all elements in the model must be grouped

DescriptionThe grouping process tries to group either the selected elements or all 
elements as much as possible. This does not mean that the elements in 
question are all grouped together. Elements that fit together seamlessly are 
included in the same groups. An attempt is made to form closed chains of 
elements. Where this is not successful, open chains remain. The function 
therefore only puts together groups of elements that fit together. If 
necessary, several or very many groups are formed, if the spatial 
arrangement of the elements makes this possible. Individual elements for 
which no connection partners can be found remain free during this entire 
process or are not added to groups.

The grouping tolerance plays a role in the grouping process. This is a value 
that decides how far away a connection point of an element may be at the 
maximum, so that a connection of the two elements still comes about. This 
tolerance value can be set in the preferences of the prgram.

MacroUNGROUP ELEMENTS (SELECTION || ALL)

SELECTION: (reserved word) -> some selected elements must be grouped
ALL: (reserved word) -> all elements in the model must be grouped

DescriptionUNGROUP is the inverse function of GROUP and ungroups the elements. The 
elements concerned then no longer belong to a group and are free again. 
Instead of grouping an already existing number of elements, they can also 
be imported with the following instruction:
15



Raw data for a gear or chain wheel

Macro CONCATENATE ELEMENTS (E1, RING, x0, y0, n)

E1 : Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...} -> E1 : Representative of an element group
RING : reserved word
x0, y0 : Arc or circle centre p0 in the X-Y plane (front view)
n : number of repetitions along the arc or circle

Description The instruction is a special function that combines repeating subgroups of 
elements into a larger group. The function was originally created to expand a 
single tooth of a gear into a whole gear. The function expects as input a 
group of elements, a centre of rotation and the number of teeth. With this 
information, the function carries the given 'tooth pattern' or group of 
elements along a circle equally distributed as many times as the number of 
teeth indicates. It is the user's responsibility to geometrically lay out the 
tooth pattern or the individual elements so that they fit together seamlessly 
when the group is duplicated and rotated around the centre of rotation.

Convert raw data into contours

Macro CREATE CONTOUR_LINE_ARC(C1, E1 || SELECTION)

C1: Contour reference {c1, c2, c3, ...}
E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}, member of a closed group of elements
SELECTION: (reserved word) -> a closed group of selected elements

Description A referenced group or a selection of elements is converted into a contour. A 
contour is a closed group of elements. A contour differs from a group of 
elements in that the elements of a contour give up their independence in a 
certain sense and together form a new data structure. The contour gets a 
new entry in the so-called object tool under the folder 'Contour' while the 
elements disappear from the 'Elements' folder where they were previously 
entered. A contour can then be extruded.

Contours can be selected as a unit with

Macro SELECT CONTOUR (C1)

C1: Contour referent {c1, c2, c3, ...} that was previously set

Convert raw data into a polyline

Macro TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, LINE_SEGMENTS, dL)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...} -> member of a closed group of elements
LINE_SEGMENTS: reserved word
dL: Length of the line segments of the polyline to be created

Description The function was originally intended to divide a closed path consisting of lines 
and arcs into a polyline with constant line lengths in order to use the result 
as a basis for a chain. Of course, the function can also be used for other 
tasks within the scope of this functionality.

The function works in a similar way as when the navigator traces the 
compass along a curve x times to find out how long it takes to reach a certain 
destination (this analogy is for people who are still familiar with the methods 
before the computer age).
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Moving raw data

MacroMOVE ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION, MOVE_MATRIX, O1 || SELECTION)

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...} or a selection of elements
MOVE_MATRIX : reserved word
O1 : an object reference or a selected object

DescriptionThe task of this instruction is to rotate an element or a group of elements in 
space as specified by the rotation matrix of an already existing and rotated 
object. The function therefore rotates element E1 with the matrix of object 
O1. 

CommentElements are hardly ever moved in sonar. As a rule, the raw data is drawn 
where the objects will subsequently be created, i.e. in the zero position of 
the future objects. After all, it is the objects themselves that are rotated and 
moved in space after they have been created.

Import raw data

MacroIMPORT COLLECTION_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "filename")

E1: element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
FILENAME: reserved word
"filename": a regular filename between leading and trailing characters.

DescriptionThe result of this operation is a group of elements with a new group number. 
The reference 'E1' points to an element of the group. The imported elements 
are not yet combined into a contour, as will be demonstrated in the next 
section. They are simply a number of elements with a common group 
number.

MacroIMPORT CONTOUR_LINE_ARC (C1, FILENAME, "filename")

C1: Contour referent {c1, c2, c3, ...}
FILENAME: reserved word
"filename": a regular filename between leading and trailing characters.

DescriptionThe difference between this statement and the previous one is that the latter 
is of type 'Contour' at the end. whereas in the first case there is only a group 
of elements. A 'Contour' is a further processing of elements with additional 
characteristics and its own entry in the 'Object Tool'.

MacroIMPORT POLYLINE (E1, FILENAME, "filename")

E1: assigned element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
FILENAME : reserved word
"filename": complete file path of the file. Quotation marks must be written.

DescriptionA polyline or a sequence of points connected by lines is loaded. The 
maximum number of points is 4096. The new element gets the element 
reference as given in the first parameter.

Give raw data an orientation

DescriptionWhen processing raw data into objects, it is not always clear for certain 
operations which side is the inside and which is the outside. For example, 
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there are functions which convert groups of elements into surfaces of 
rotation or similar functions which also accept non-closed contours, i.e. 
individual line-arc groups. In these cases, the functions concerned must be 
made aware of which side of the surface is inside and which is outside. The 
user has the possibility to store this information already in the individual 
elements by assigning a normal vector to them. 

Syntax SET PROPERTY (E1, NORMALVECTOR, x1, y1, z1) -- LINE
SET PROPERTY (E1, NORMALDIRECTION, ±1) -- ARC

E1: Element reference {e1, e2, e3, ...}
NORMALVECTOR, NORMALDIRECTION: reserved words
x1, y1, z1: A homogeneous vector which is perpendicular to a line and points 'outwards'.
±1: Direction of the outside of the arc: +1: points from the arc centre towards the arc. -1: points 
from the arc towards the centre of the arc.

Example 

Macro IMPORT COLLECTION_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "C:\sonar\gear.txt°)
CONCATENATE ELEMENTS (E1, RING, 0, 0, 19)
UNGROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)
GROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)
CREATE ELEMENT (E2, CIRCLE, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.0, 1.25)
TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, CONTOUR)

The script imports the shape of a single tooth consisting of lines and arcs. 
The second statement of the script duplicates this tooth 19 times around the 
centre. Then the third line causes the original group property of the tooth 
image, which has now been duplicated 19 times, to be dissolved. When 
duplicating, each tooth copy got its own new group number. The third line 
means that all elements are now ungrouped. With the fourth line we finally 
group all elements into a single new group. Then the inner circle is created 
and finally the whole group is converted into a contour. 
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Primitivs

Introduction

Primitive bodies are the basic physical building blocks in 'sonar'. Many 
primitives can be created directly with an instruction. Others take the path 
via the raw data by extruding raw data contours. More complex objects can 
later be created from primitive bodies by assembling and linking them. In 
sonar there are also functions that directly create more complex objects from 
many primitive bodies. A tension spring is such an example.

In the following, the creation of each primitive body is discussed in detail. For 
certain primitive bodies, there are several different instructions. Instructions 
that put an object in a rotated spatial position in a single instruction are often 
not comprehensible to everyone. It is sometimes not quite trivial to add 
three rotations around three different axes in the head. Macros with a large 
number of such rotations are difficult to read. For this reason, many users 
rightly prefer to perform several simpler operations of the kind:

1. First define the body in the zero position (without rotations and without 
translations).

2. Bring the body into the correct rotational position with several individual 
rotations around one axis at a time.

3. Move the body to the spatial position (translation).

Of course, you can also use any macro instruction to create a body in the 
unrotated zero position by simply setting the relevant parameters specifying 
rotations and translations to zero.

Sphere

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SPHERE: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of the centre of the sphere
R: Radius of the sphere

DescriptionThe generated sphere is located with its spherical centre at the coordinates 
x0, y0, z0. In sonar, a sphere is an analytically exact spherical surface, i.e. 
the sphere is not segmented and is not approximated by surfaces. A rolling 
sphere does not rattle in 'sonar'.

Macro 2
(may not exist in the basic 
module)

CREATE OBJECT (o1, PARTICLE_SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
PARTICLE_SPHERE: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of the centre of the sphere
R: Radius of the sphere or particle
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Cylinder

Macro 1 CREATE OBJECT (o1, CYLINDER, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)
o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CYLINDER: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of the cylinder centre
wx, wy, wz: Angle of rotation relative to the three coordinate axes (rotations around the cylinder 
centre)
R: cylinder radius
dz: cylinder length

Description 1. Creation of a cylinder with the cylinder axis on the z-axis. The centre of 
gravity of the cylinder is at the origin. 

2. Starting from this spatial position, the cylinder is rotated by the given 
angles around the three coordinate axes in the order x, y, z. The centre of 
gravity of the cylinder is then still at the origin.

3. The cylinder is translationally moved to its destination x0, y0, z0 while 
maintaining its current rotational position.

Macro 2 CREATE OBJECT (o1, CYLINDER, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, R)
o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CYLINDER: reserved word
x1, y1, z1 ; x2, y2, z2: coordinates of the two axis end points of the cylinder
R: cylinder radius

Description The two points (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) define the cylinder axis. A 
cylinder with radius R is placed around the given axis. The two circular end 
discs of the cylinder have their circular centres at the two given points and 
are perpendicular to the axis.

Cylinder with rounded edges 

Macro The creation of a cylinder with rounded or bevelled edges (cylinder bevelled) 
is done by modifying a normal cylinder or by setting a corresponding 
property for the cylinder in question.

SET PROPERTY (o1, BEVEL, {ROUND || FACETTE}, r)

o1: Object reference to an existing cylinder {o1, o2, o3, ...}
BEVEL, ROUND, FACETTE: reserved words
r: Rounding radius at the edge or facet width (r*45°)

Description Setting this property changes the sharp edges of a cylinder. Rounded or 
bevelled edges are possible. To do this, set the desired parameter ROUND or 
FACETTE. The chamfered edges are understood as chamfering by the width 
'r' and by 45°.

Truncated cone, cone

Macro 1 CREATE OBJECT (o1, CONE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, r, dz)
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CONE: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of the centre. The centre is half the height of the truncated cone.
wx, wy, wz: angle of rotation relative to the three coordinate axes (rotations around the centre).
R: large truncated cone radius
r: small truncated cone radius
dz: truncated cone height
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DescriptionA truncated cone can be thought of as a modified cylinder in which one end 
circle radius is reduced. A cone is a special case of the truncated cone with 
r = 0.  

1. Creation of a truncated cone with the cone axis on the z-axis. The cone 
points with its tip in the direction of the positive z-axis. The centre of the 
truncated cone is at the origin. However, the centre is not identical with 
the centre of gravity, but is at the location of half the height of the 
truncated cone.

2. Starting from this spatial position, the truncated cone is rotated by the 
given angles around the three coordinate axes in the order x, y, z. The 
centre of the truncated cone is then still at the origin.

3. The truncated cone is translationally moved to its destination x0, y0, z0 
while maintaining its current rotational position.

Macro 2CREATE OBJECT (o1, CONE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, R, r)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CONE: reserved word
x1, y1, z1 ; x2, y2, z2: coordinates of the two axis end points of the truncated cone
R: large truncated cone radius at point (x1, y1, z1)
r: small truncated cone radius at point (x2, y2, z2)

DescriptionThe two points (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) define the cone axis. A truncated 
cone with radii R and r is placed around the given axis. The two circular end 
disks of the truncated cone have their circular centres at the two given points 
and are perpendicular to the axis.

Tube

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, TUBE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, r, dz)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
TUBE: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: coordinates of the tube centre
wx, wy, wz: Angle of rotation relative to the three coordinate axes (rotations around the tube 
centre)
R: pipe outer diameter
r: inner pipe diameter
dz: Tube length

Description1. Creation of a cylindrical tube with the tube axis on the z-axis. The centre 
of gravity of the pipe is at the origin. 

2. Starting from this spatial position, the tube is rotated by the given angles 
around the three coordinate axes in the order x, y, z. The centre of gravity 
of the tube is then still at the origin.

3. The tube is moved translationally to its destination x0, y0, z0 while 
maintaining its current rotational position.

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, TUBE_SEGMENT, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, R,r,phi,ws) 

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
TUBE_SEGMENT: reserved word
x1, y1, z1 ; x2, y2, z2: coordinates of the two axis end points of the tube axis
R: tube outer diameter
r: Tube inner diameter
phi: Azimuthal orientation of the segment centre point about the z-axis [ ° ]
ws: abs. angle of the pipe segment along the circumference (segment width) [ ° ]
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Description One can imagine the formation of a pipe segment as follows: We assume a 
whole tube as generated by the corresponding function (TUBE). The tube is 
aligned along the z-axis. First we cut a strip out of the tube in the 
longitudinal direction, which forms an arc angle = ws to the tube axis. The 
rest of the tube is removed. Then the remaining segment is rotated about 
the pipe axis or the z-axis by the angle (phi) to the desired azimuth position. 
The resulting tube is still infinitely long, because we have not yet specified 
any length. The function contains the specification of two coordinates 
(x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2) through which the axis of the tube or the segment cut 
out of it should pass. With two rotations around the x- or y-axis and a 
translation, the pipe axis together with the segment is now rotated into the 
desired spatial position. At the end, the segment is cut perpendicular to its 
axis through the two end points. 

Tube Surface

Macro CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE_SURFACE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
TUBE_SURFACE: reserved word
x0, y0, z0 ;  
wx, wy, wz: 
R: tube outer diameter
dz: tube length

Description A pipe surface can be an outer cylindrical surface which limits the simulation 
area. In most cases this could also be done with a pipe. However, a simple 
cylindrical surface is simpler and faster in terms of computational effort. In 
this respect, the tube surface is related to the plane (PLANE) which does the 
same with a flat surface.

Cuboid

Macro 1 CREATE OBJECT (o1, CUBOID, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CUBOID: reserved word
x1, y1, z1 ; x2, y2, z2: coordinates of 2 diagonally opposite corners in the zero position

Description This instruction creates a cuboid in an untwisted spatial position. The edges 
of the cuboid are all parallel to the coordinate axes. The two points 
(x1,y1,z1) and (x2,y2,z2) define two diagonally opposite corners of the 
cuboid. If we set the coordinates x2 = -x1, y2 = -y1, z2 = -z1, we get a 
cuboid in the zero position.

Macro 2 CREATE OBJECT (o1, CUBOID, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, dx, dy, dz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
CUBOID: reserved word
x0, y0, z0: Coordinates of the cuboid centre
wx, wy, wz: Angle of rotation relative to the coordinate axes (rotations around the cuboid centre)
dx, dy, dz: edge lengths of the cuboid in the zero position in the direction of the three coordinate 
axes

Description This instruction defines a cuboid directly in a twisted spatial position. First a 
cuboid with the edge lengths (dx,dy,dz) is created with its centre of gravity in 
the origin (zero position). Then the cuboid is rotated around the three 
coordinate axes with the angles (wx,wy,wz). It is important to note that the 
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rotation sequence around the three axes is given. Finally, a translation with 
the vector (x0,y0,z0) takes place into the final spatial position. 

Torus

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, TORUS, R, r)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
TORUS: reserved word
R: mean ring radius of the torus
r: radius of the circular cross-section of the ring

DescriptionThe torus, as it is created, is in its zero position. The torus axis, i.e. the 
direction with which one would put one's finger through the ring, is identical 
with the z-axis. The ring circle with the radius R is in the x-y plane of the 
coordinate system and the centre of this circle is identical with the origin. The 
programme expects that R > 2r, i.e. that the torus actually has a hole.

Torus Segment

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, TORUS_SEGMENT, R, r, phi)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
TORUS_SEGMENT: reserved word
R: mean ring radius of the torus
r: radius of the circular cross-section of the ring
phi: arc angle of the segment [°].

DescriptionThe spatial position of the torus segment corresponds to that of a whole 
torus from which a piece of cake is cut. The segment is in its zero position 
eccentrically to the y-axis, i.e. the centre of gravity of the segment lies on 
the y-axis and the two lateral boundary surfaces of the torus are each phi/2 
to the left and right of the y-axis. 

ApplicationAn example of an application of torus segments is the tension or compression 
spring, which is assembled piece by piece from such objects. 

Prism (convex)

MacroCREATE OBJECT (o1, PRISM, E1, EXTRUSION, dz) -- convex only

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
PRISM, EXTRUSION: reserved word
E1: element reference to a previously created convex polygon
dz: Prism length (extruded length)

DescriptionFor non-convex prisms we refer to the primitive body of type 
'PRISM_QUAD_STRIP'. The definition of a prism is preceded by the creation 
of a (convex) polygon. The element definition leaves a reference to the 
polygon in question, which we use here when creating the prism. The 
polygon must lie in the x-y plane. The extrusion direction is the z-axis. The 
created prism lies centrally in front of and behind the x-y plane. The centre of 
gravity lies in the x-y plane.

ExampleCREATE ELEMENT (E8, POLYGON, n)
DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xi,yi,zi)
...
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DATA(xj,yj,zj, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE OBJECT (o1, PRISM, E8, EXTRUSION, dz)

In general, the points of the polygon are written in several 'DATA' lines for 
overview purposes (e.g. 3 points per DATA statement).

Prism (quadstrip)

Macro CREATE OBJECT (o1, PRISM_QUAD_STRIP, E1, EXTRUSION, dz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
PRISM_QUAD_STRIP, EXTRUSION: reserved word
E1: Element reference to an existing polygon that could be represented as a 'quadstrip'.
dz: Prism length (extruded length)

Description A 'quadstrip' is a polygon consisting of a chain of connected planar 
quadrilaterals which together form a common, generally non-convex, outer 
hull. The name 'quadstrip' is taken from the openGL graphics software, which 
uses these shape elements to generate more complex solids through 
combinations. After the convex polygon, the 'quadstrip' is the next stage of 
development to create more complicated borders. However, the 'quadstrip' is 
also a polygon and therefore consists exclusively of straight line elements 
along its boundary. If necessary, radii can be approximated with several 
small stretch elements.

The 'quadstrip' polygon must lie in the x-y plane. The extruding direction is 
the z-axis. The generated prism lies centrally in front of and behind the x-y 
plane. The centre of gravity lies in the x-y plane.Prisma (Line-Arc)

Macro CREATE OBJECT(o1, PRISM_LINE_ARC, E1 || SELECTION, EXTRUSION, dz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
PRISM_LINE_ARC, SELECTION, EXTRUSION: reserved words
E1: element reference to an existing element (LINE || ARC).
SELECTION: instead of a referenced element, a selected element is to be used.

Description 1 1. The referenced or selected element must be a member of an element 
group which together form a closed contour. All elements must lie in the 
x-y plane. The contour may have any combination of lines and arcs. A 
typical application is, for example, the outer contour of a gear wheel. The 
extruding direction is the z-axis. The generated prism lies centrally in 
front of and behind the x-y plane. The centre of gravity is in the x-y plane.

2. A special feature of this function is the possibility to define holes in the 
contour in one go. The following example defines a link plate of a toothed 
chain with 2 holes as follows:

Example IMPORT CONTOUR_LINE_ARC(E1, FILENAME, "C:\Import\Lasche.txt")
CREATE ELEMENT(E2, CIRCLE, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.0, 0.1605)
CREATE ELEMENT(E3, CIRCLE, 0.792, 0, 0, 0, 1.0, 0.1605)
DESELECT ALL
SELECT ELEMENT(E1)
SELECT ELEMENT(E2)
SELECT ELEMENT(E3)
CREATE OBJECT(O1, PRISM_LINE_ARC, SELECTION, EXTRUSION, 0.12)
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Link plate of a machine or tooth chain

The first statement loads an already existing 'Line-Arc'-contour which is 
available as a file named Lasche.txt in the directory 'C:\Import'. In two 
further instructions, this contour is supplemented with two circles, which are 
explicitly drawn. Then all three elements are selected and the function to 
create the prism is called. The result is a tab with holes. 

Description 2The function for creating the prism (Prism Line-Arc) works in such a way that 
a reference to a contour is first passed to the function. This first contour is 
always the outer contour of the prism to be created. If further selected 
elements follow at the end of the contour, then these are always interpreted 
as holes, which should be contained in the contour. These additional 
elements should always be of the type 'CIRCLE'. Basically, any number of 
circles may follow.

Twisted Prism

MacroTWIST OBJECT (o1 || SELECTION, Tx, Ty, Tz, dz)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SELECTION: reserved word. Instead of a referenced object, a selected object is to be used.
Tx, Ty, Tz: Coordinates of a point in the Cartesian coordinate system.
dz: Prism length (extruded length)

DescriptionThe function uses an existing convex prism and twists it according to a so-
called twist point. The twist point (Tx,Ty,Tz) is a point in the Cartesian 
coordinate system which is used as follows. The function starts from the zero 
position of the prism whose centre of gravity is at the origin and whose front 
sides are parallel to the x-y plane. The prism is known to have been extruded 
along the z-axis. The function now tries to rotate the prism around the y-
axis. To do this, a straight line parallel to the x-axis is taken and moved along 
the y-axis to the coordinate Ty. Then this straight line is rotated around the 
y-axis until it passes through the given point (Tx,Ty,Tz). The x-axis and the 
twisted straight line form a pair of straight lines which define a twisted plane 
in space. 

It is best to imagine a flat strip of paper along the y-axis, which is held at its 
lower end and twisted around the y-axis at its upper end. The rotation of the 
paper strip is uniform along the y-axis. The result is a propeller-like paper 
strip.

Plane (plane)

MacroCREATE OBJECT (O1, PLANE, nx0, ny0, nz0, nx1, ny1, nz1)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
PLANE: reserved word
nx0, ny0, nz0, nx1, ny1, nz1: root and head coordinate of a normal vector on the plane

DescriptionA plane is a 2-dimensional structure that restricts the model domain. 
Physically, a plane acts like a surface of a 3D body. One can therefore also 
imagine a plane as one side of an infinitely large cuboid. The plane is defined 
by a normal vector whose base point is perpendicular to the plane. The 
vector points in the direction of the model space used. With 6 planes, one 
could, for example, create a cuboid-shaped cavity that restricts a model in all 
directions.
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Rotational

Macro REVOLVE CONTOUR (O1, C1 || SELECTION)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
c1: contour reference
SELECTION: reserved word. A selected element is to be used.

Description The function requires that a closed contour (line-arc-contour) has been 
provided in advance, which defines the cross-section of the rotational body to 
be created. This profile cross-section must be defined in the X-Y plane, i.e. 
the z-coordinates of the points of the contour should be zero (as always with 
raw data). The contour is drawn as if it were subsequently rotated around the 
X-axis. In fact, when the function is executed, the system automatically 
moves the contour in the background to the Z-Y plane and rotates it around 
the Z-axis. The result is a body of rotation with the Z-axis as the axis of 
rotation.

The name 'contour' implies that it is a closed contour and the grouped 
elements (lines, arcs) have already been converted into a 'contour'. The 
contour has been selected before the function 'REVOLVE' is called. Together, 
the function then has enough information to rotate the selected contour 
(cross-section) around the axis of rotation and process it into a solid of 
revolution.

A typical application of a solid of revolution is a wheel (here a rope wheel).

Partial solid of revolution (grid segment)

Macro REVOLVE ELEMENT (G1, SELECTION, GRID_ROT_CONTOUR, w1, w2, nNodes)

g1: Grid reference {g1, g2, g3, ...}
SELECTION: reserved word. A selected element is to be used as a representative of a grid.
GRID_ROT_CONTOUR: reserved word
w1, w2: Start angle, end angle [°].
nNodes: Number of grid nodes per 360° (the number is automatically reduced to (w2-w1) degrees.

Description The idea behind this function is the following: An open or closed line-arc 
contour is defined in the X-Y plane at the correct distance from the X-axis 
(raw data is always defined in the X-Y plane). The system automatically 
moves the contour to the Z-Y plane during execution and rotates it around 
the Z-axis (sonar always creates bodies of rotation around the Z-axis). 
However, the rotation does not have to result in a closed ring-like mesh 
structure. Rather, a start angle and an end angle are specified with two 
further parameters. In this way, a segment-like structure is created, as if one 
were to cut a piece out of a ring cake. The last parameter specifies the 
number of cells along the circumference of 360°. The function automatically 
converts this value to the defined segment and generates the reduced 
number of (w2-w1)/360 grid cells in the defined angular range. 

The generated raw data structure is of type 'grid' and consequently has only 
a surface but no volume. For this reason, this structure can subsequently 
only be processed into a spatially fixed surface object without volume. The 
two segment ends of the structure are open at the front. In this way, the 
function only creates the surface shell. If this 'raw data grid' is later 
converted into a 'grid object', then this grid interacts normally with all 
moving objects that abut this surface. Furthermore, the grid has an outside 
and an inside which is specified in the definition of the line-arc contour with 
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so-called normal vectors on the elements. Interaction with other objects only 
works from the outside. First an example:

ExampleBEGIN SCRIPT U-Profile_curved

-- Kontur -------------------------------------------------------
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, LINE, -1.333466, 24.65, 0, -1.333466, 21.95, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E1, NORMALVECTOR, -1, 0, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E2, LINE, -1.333466, 21.95, 0, -1.084034, 21.95, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E2, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E3, LINE, -1.084034, 21.95, 0, -1.021360, 24.15459, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E3, NORMALVECTOR, 1, 0, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E4, ARC, -0.8218658, 24.15046, 0, -0.8218661, 24.35, 0, -1.021360, 
24.15459, 0, -1)
SET PROPERTY (E4, NORMALDIRECTION, -1)
CREATE ELEMENT (E5, LINE, -0.8218661, 24.35, 0, -0.6472, 24.35, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E5, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E6, LINE, -0.6472, 24.35, 0, -0.2472, 24.35, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E6, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E7, LINE, -0.2472, 24.35, 0, 0.2472, 24.35, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E7, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E8, LINE, 0.2472, 24.35, 0, 0.6472, 24.35, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E8, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E9, LINE, 0.6472, 24.35, 0, 0.8218661, 24.35, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E9, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E10, ARC, 0.8218658, 24.15046, 0, 1.021459, 24.15889, 0, 0.8218661, 
24.35, 0, -1)
SET PROPERTY (E10, NORMALDIRECTION, -1)
CREATE ELEMENT (E11, LINE, 1.021459, 24.15889, 0, 1.117403, 21.95, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E11, NORMALVECTOR, -1, 0, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E12, LINE, 1.117403, 21.95, 0, 1.416534, 21.95, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E12, NORMALVECTOR, 0, -1, 0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E13, LINE, 1.416534, 21.95, 0, 1.416534, 24.65, 0)
SET PROPERTY (E13, NORMALVECTOR, 1, 0, 0)

-- create partial rotated grid (rawdata) ------------------------
GROUP ELEMENTS(ALL)
DESELECT ALL
SELECT ELEMENT(E1)
REVOLVE ELEMENT (G1, SELECTION, GRID_ROT_CONTOUR, 0, 25, 120)
-- the selected element ‘E1' is rotated around the Z-axis. 
-- the raw data grid with reference 'G1' is created
-- end of script

FIGURE 3. The raw data grid generated by the previous sonar script and its appearance after 
further processing with the Import Grid() function. Note that in the 3D representation on the right 
only those surfaces appear which are viewed from the outside.Normalenvektoren  der  Elemente

The data structure of the elements, especially that of the lines and arcs, 
allows a normal vector to be assigned to the element in question. By 
definition, a normal vector sits with its base point perpendicular to the 
element in question and points outwards..

outside

inside

outside outside

inside inside

Normaldirection = -1Normaldirection = +1
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Note, as applied in the example above, that the lines are labelled with the 
parameter 'NORMALVECTOR', while the arcs use the parameter 
'NORMALDIRECTION'. This distinction comes from the fact that in the case of 
the arc, the direction of the normal vector changes constantly along the arc 
and therefore one cannot speak of a specific normal vector. For this reason, 
one speaks of a positive or negative direction in relation to the radius vector 
of the arc.

Further processing of the 
raw data grid

A raw data grid, like all other raw data, does not participate in the 
simulations. In order for a grid to be able to act physically, it must be further 
processed into an object. See the next section 'Grid Surface'.

Grid Surface

Macro IMPORT GRID (G1, FILENAME, "filename", typeNr)

G1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...} of the created grid object
FILENAME: reserved word
"filename": A regular filename between leading and trailing characters.
typeNr: Identifier for a specific grid type.

Description A grid structure cannot be created directly with a command, but relies on 
importing a description of the individual nodes of the grid. Regarding this 
description, there are several methods to specify this node structure and its 
coordinates. See also the user-manual. The function imports a raw data grid 
structure and converts it into a physical object of the type 'Grid'. The grid 
object is finally a spatially fixed, immobile boundary which interacts normally 
with all objects.

Grid postprocessing (auxiliary functions)

In sonar-LAB there are some functions to change primitive bodies of the type 
'Grid', as they were initially created with the standard functions, afterwards. 
These are mostly very specific functions for performing certain tasks. 
However, only raw data grids can be changed and modified with these 
functions. 

Macro DEFORM GRID (G1, ALIGNED, X || Y || Z, min, max)
g1: grid reference {g1, g2, g3, ...}of a raw data grid
ALIGNED: reserved word -> means in this context = aligned.
Y: direction of deformation
min, max: limits of the slice from which the grid is to be removed or pushed back.

Description A previously created grid structure by means of the function 'REVOLVE 
SECTION is pushed in or pushed back in a certain main direction. The 
affected grid areas are moved back in the direction of the grid lines. 

Macro SET POINT (G1, hIdx, vIdx, X | Y | Z, double)
g1: Grid reference {g1, g2, g3, ...}
hIdx, vIdx: Node indices of the grid
X | Y | Z: Displacement direction
double: Coordinate value

Description SET POINT (G1, hIdx, vIdx, x1, y1, z1)
g1: Grid reference {g1, g2, g3, ...}
hIdx, vIdx: Node indices of the grid
x1, y1, z1: Coordinate values
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The function 'SET POINT' allows the subsequent shifting of individual node 
points into a specific coordinate direction. While the first of the two functions 
only moves the specified point in a certain coordinate direction, the second 
function sets the position to any spatial point.Sweep

MacroSWEEP CROSSSECTION(O1,SELECTION, POLYLINE || LINE_ARC, CIRCLE, R)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SELECTION: reserved word. A selected element is to be used.
POLYLINE || LINE_ARC: the selected element is a polyline or a combination of lines and arcs.
CIRCLE: reserved word: the cross section of the extended profile is a circle.
R: the constant radius of the cross section.

Description:The sweep function can be used to create arbitrarily bent cylindrical rods. A 
cylindrical structure in the form of a tenon puller would be an example of 
such an object. A kneader in a kneading machine would be another example.
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Properties (Primitives)

The properties of the 'Primitives' can all be set and activated individually. All 
properties are of the type 

SET PROPERTY (objectReference, parameterList)

It is important to note that in a script only those properties have to be set 
that are relevant and used and that differ from the default properties. For 
example, the initial speed of an object is zero by default for all coordinate 
directions. As a rule, this is fine and does not need to be explicitly set again. 
Also in all following instructions it is important to note that the [cm-g-µs]-
unit system is strictly adhered to.

Overview

Physics SET PROPERTY (O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, vx, vy, vz)
SET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, MASS, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, nx, ny, nz, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, Ix, Iy, Iz)
SET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, FACTOR, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool)
SET PROPERTY (O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)
SET PROPERTY (O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)

Interaction SET PROPERTY (O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT, x1, y1, z1, bool) 
SET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_DIRECTION, directionSpecifier)
SET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,NO_INTERACTION})

General SET PROPERTY (O1, BEVEL, ROUND || FACET, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, COLOR_STD, integer) 
SET PROPERTY (O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET PROPERTY (O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY (O1, NAME, “objectname”)
SET PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY (O1, TRANSPARENCY, integer)
SET PROPERTY (O1, VISIBILITY, bool)
SET PROPERTY (O1, WIREFRAME, bool)
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Angular Velocity

Syntax 1SET PROPERTY (O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
ANGULAR_VELOCITY: reserved word
{X|Y|Z}: A coordinate direction is set (X or Y or Z)
double: Floating point value

Syntax 2SET PROPERTY (O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, vx, vy, vz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
ANGULAR_VELOCITY: reserved word
vx, vy,vz: all 3 coordinates of the angular velocity vector are set
double: floating point value

DescriptionThe angular velocity is a vector which lies in the current axis of rotation of 
the object in question and whose length indicates the amount of the angular 
velocity. One can imagine that this vector is attached to the centre of gravity 
of the object. With this instruction, either a component {X|Y|Z} or the entire 
vector of the angular velocity of the reference object gets a new value. If 
only one component of the angular velocity vector is reset, then the other 
two components retain the value they have at the moment.

ExampleSET PROPERTY(O7, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, -4.0E-6, 3.0E-6, 0)

An angular velocity vector in the X-Y plane with a length of 5.0E-6 rad/µs = 
5.0 rad/s = 0.8 revolutions/s was thus created. If the cylinder shown had no 
other connections and was floating freely in space, this initialisation would 
result in a tumbling motion of the cylinder.

Density

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
DENSITY: reserved word
double: floating point value > 0

DescriptionThe function sets the density of the referenced object to a new value. Other 
variables that depend on the density are automatically recalculated (mass, 
moment of inertia).

ExampleSET PROPERTY (O34, DENSITY, 7.8)

The object named 'O34' in a script is given the density of steel, i.e. 7.8 g/
cm3.

External Force 

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
FORCE_EXT: reserved word
{X|Y|Z}: A coordinate direction is set (X or Y or Z)
double: Floating point value
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Description The instruction sets a force amount for the so-called external force of the 
object in question in a certain coordinate direction. By applying this 
instruction twice or three times for the other two coordinate directions, any 
vectorial force can also be defined in this way. Each object offers space in its 
memory for an arbitrary, unspecified external force, which acts constantly 
and vectorially on the centre of gravity of the object. Regardless of the 
spatial position of the object at the moment, the direction of action is always 
the same and refers to the fixed global coordinate system. The external force 
set here is identical to the force with the same name that can be set 
manually in the 'Object Properties' dialogue. Here as there, this force 
remains active until it is replaced by another or zero. The external force is 
ultimately also saved together with the model.

Example Finding a typical and general application for a constant external force is not 
easy and rather problem-dependent. Therefore, first what an external force 
is not. It is not a substitute for a force, because the latter depends on the 
mass of the object (F = m*g). However, one could define a disturbance as an 
external force in that a small external force always pulls in a certain direction 
like a 'drift'. 

Another application is an external load with a certain force which one wants 
to exert on an elastic structure. For example, you could clamp a flexible 
elastic beam firmly at one end and apply a constant force to the other end to 
measure its bending.

In this example, the white arrow at the end of the beam would be a real 
physical object, given the shape of an arrow for clarity. The arrow would be 
attached to the last element of the beam with a link and have an external 
force at its centre of gravity that pulls it vertically downwards.

Unilateral Friction

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, µ)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
FRICTION_UNILATERAL: reserved word
µ: linear coefficient of friction (floating point value >= 0)

Description Whereas bilateral friction only affects two individual, selected objects, 
unilateral friction affects a single object in connection with all other objects 
that touch this object. In order of priority, unilateral friction comes second to 
bilateral friction and before general global friction. 

• 1. Bilateral friction
• 2. unilateral friction
• 3. global friction

This means in words that for each object encounter, the programme first 
looks to see if a bilateral rule exists for this pairing. If so, it will be applied. 
Otherwise, in a second step, it checks whether one of the two objects has a 
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unilateral rule. If both objects have a unilateral rule, then the mean value is 
taken. If neither of the objects has a rule, then finally the global friction is 
applied. All of these frictions only take effect if the friction has been 
activated.

ExampleSET PROPERTY (O16, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, 0.14)

For all object pairings where the object with the reference number 'O16' is 
involved, a friction coefficient of 0.14 is applied.

Mass (mass)

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, MASS, double)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
MASS: reserved word
double: floating point value > 0

DescriptionThe mass of an object in grams. All variables that depend on the mass are 
automatically recalculated in the sequence. These include the density and 
the moment of inertia.

Ext. torque (Ext. moment of force)

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, nx, ny, nz, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
MOMENT_FORCE_EXT: reserved word
nx, ny, nz: the three components of a moment vector
double: floating point value > 0

DescriptionThe three variables (nx, ny, nz) determine the direction vector of any length 
of the torque. These three vector components are then automatically scaled 
back by the programme to a unit vector of length one. This vector is a 
normal vector which is attached to the centre of gravity of the object and is 
perpendicular to the plane of rotation. The last parameter ultimately 
determines the actual torque amount, while the vector (nx, ny, nz) only 
specifies the direction. The defined torque remains effective until it is 
replaced by another value or zero. The torque is stored with the model.

ExampleSET PROPERTY (O4, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, 0, 0, 1, 1.25E-5)

The torque vector points in the direction of the Z-axis and has the value 
1.25E-5 [g cm2/µs2], which corresponds to 1.25 Nm in the metric system.

Moment of inertia

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, Ix, Iy, Iz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
MOMENT_INERTIA: reserved word
Ix, Iy, Iz: the three components of the object's moment of inertia

DescriptionThe statement calculates and sets the three mass and shape dependent 
components of the moment of inertia for the object created with reference 
'O1'.
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Example For a cuboid with mass m and edge lengths a, b and c, the following values 
would be set for the moment of inertia:

Ix = m(b2+c2)/12,    Iy = m(a2+c2)/12,    Iz = m(a2+b2)/12.

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, FACTOR, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
MOMENT_INERTIA: reserved word
FACTOR: reserved word
double: a multiplication factor > 0 for the object's moment of inertia

Description An already set moment of inertia can be modified at a later time by 
multiplying it by a positive factor. This function makes sense for 
investigations with different inertias without wanting to commit to certain 
materials for the time being. This function can also be used in connection 
with tolerance effects.

Freeze rotational axes

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, {X|Y|Z}, bool)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
ROTATION_LOCKED: reserved word
{X|Y|Z}: A coordinate direction is set (X or Y or Z)
bool: TRUE or FALSE (for enable or disable)

Description This function 'freezes' a single local rotation axis of a given object. This 
means that the object will no longer perform any rotations around that axis. 
However, the other axes of the object remain active unless the same 
restrictions have been set for them. The word 'local' is important in this 
context.

Example Let's assume that in a cylinder, as shown, the X and Y axes are frozen. As a 
result, it can only rotate around the Z axis. And the Z-axis in a cylinder is 
always the cylinder axis, regardless of the position of the cylinder in space at 
the moment.

This ultimately means that the translational movements in space will 
continue to be carried out normally, the object will simply no longer rotate 
around the X and Y axes, but around its own axis the object will still be able 
to rotate freely. 

Spatially Fixed Objects

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SIM:MEMBER: reserved word
bool: TRUE or FALSE (for activate or deactivate)
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DescriptionThe synonym used for the term that an object remains fixed in space and 
therefore does not rotate or move at all is 'SIM_MEMBER' (simulation 
participant). An object that no longer participates in the simulation is ignored 
in the calculations of all movements. However, the object is still present, 
exists and even continues to participate in the collisions, as these properties 
are defined for the object in question, if applicable. From this point of view, 
the statement that the object no longer participates in the simulations is 
perhaps expressed a little too crassly, but we will now stick with this 
expression.

ExampleSET PROPERTY (O30, SIM_MEMBER, FALSE)

The object with reference no. 30 is fixed in space.

Geschwindigkeit (velocity)

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
VELOCITY: reserved word
{X|Y|Z}: A coordinate direction is set (X or Y or Z)
double: Floating point value

DescriptionThe translational velocity of the centre of gravity of an object is assigned 
individually for each spatial coordinate with this instruction. Of course, this 
velocity refers to the global coordinate system. This function is often used to 
give an object an initial velocity or to continuously control the velocity of an 
object in a sonar script control system.

Cylinder facet (bevel)

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, BEVEL, ROUND || FACET, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
BEVEL, ROUND, FACET: reserved words
double: facet size

DescriptionThis function is for reworking an already existing cylinder with the reference 
'O1'. The originally sharp-edged cylinder gets either a facet of 45° or a 
rounding at its circular edges depending on how the third parameter is set. 
The dimension of the facet or rounding is transferred with the last parameter. 
The facets participate as geometric contours in the interaction and collision 
calculations during the simulations.

Object Colour

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, COLOR_STD, nr)
SET PROPERTY (O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)

facet size
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o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
COLOR_STD, COLOR_RGB: reserved words
nr: integer [0..25]
red, gree, blue: integer values [0..255]

Description Any colour can be assigned to an object. There are two ways to do this. The 
first of the two variants uses a predefined standard colour by number, the 
second variant defines the colour explicitly with the three components (red, 
green, blue). Each component is a number in the range [0..255] as used by 
the colour tool of the system programme 'Paint' (see: Paint / Edit Palette).

The standard colours, as shown below, are numbered from left to right. 
Starting with '0' for 'no colour' the colour 'Red' has the number '10' and the 
last colour 'Black' finally '25'. These standard colours are also available in the 
'Edit Object Property' dialogue.

  0                     5                    10                  15                   20                   25

Group membership

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR: to which type of group the object is to be added
LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: indirect reference of the group number.

Description Objects can be added to object groups. There are two hierarchy levels of 
groups for the time being: (normal) groups and supergroups. The latter are 
groups of groups. The group or supergroup number must already exist. With 
these two instructions, an object is always attached to the last group or 
supergroup. There is also a function to create a new group number in a script 
at any time. See the instructions

SET VALUE (NEW_GROUP_NR || NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR)

In this context, one does not use an absolute but a relative reference to the 
group number by simply creating a new number in the script and appending 
all relevant objects to it. Absolute referencing is not very reliable and can 
change during editing. This is the case, for example, when several model 
files are merged, which previously used the same group numbers. To avoid 
such conflicts, groups are often automatically given new group numbers 
when they are merged.

Object Name

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, NAME, "objectname")

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
NAME: reserved word [max. 32 characters].
"objectname": Name of the object set in quotation marks.
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DescriptionAny name of the object set by the user with a maximum length of 32 
characters. Excess characters are simply truncated. The name does not have 
to be a continuous word. This name is used for comparison in the so-called 
'Interaction Rules by Name' rules. In the 'Object Tool', the objects are listed 
under these names. Finally, this name is shown in many functions and 
dialogues for quicker identification. However, naming is not obligatory. If no 
name is given, the designation 'not specified' is often used or displayed.

Visibility

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, VISIBILITY, bool)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
VISIBILITY: reserved word
bool: Activation of visibility (TRUE, FALSE)

DescriptionObjects can be hidden in the representations on the screen. Objects that 
have the property (visibilty = FALSE) are simply skipped when drawing in the 
2D and 3D views. Beyond that, however, these hidden objects remain active 
in all respects. In particular, they participate in the simulations without 
restrictions.

Wireframe

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, WIREFRAME, bool)

o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
WIREFRAME: reserved word
bool: Activation of the wireframe representation of the object (TRUE, FALSE)

DescriptionAn object can be displayed in the 3D view as a 'wireframe' object instead of a 
'solid' object. An object drawn in this way is transparent. This is one reason 
why individual objects are sometimes shown as wireframes. Only the edges 
are drawn, but without surfaces. If you switch off the visibility of an object, 
then nothing can be seen of it. As a wireframe, however, the object and its 
position can still be recognised.
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Object-Interaction

Generate interaction rule

Makro 1 CREATE IACT_RULE (O1, O2, bool)

O1, O2: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
bool: boolean value {TRUE || FALSE}

Macro 2 CREATE IACT_RULE (O1, O2, bool, mode1, mode2)
CREATE IACT_RULE (SELECTION, bool, mode1, mode2)
O1, O2: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
bool: boolean value {TRUE || FALSE}
mode1, mode2: {SINGLE || GROUP_NR || SUPERGROUP_NR}

Description The boolean value sets the actual interaction rule, which says: Yes, the two 
objects should interact or No, they should not. 

The parameters 'mode1' and 'mode2' make a statement about the scope of 
this rule: Does the rule regarding 'O1' or 'O2' apply to a single object, to the 
whole group to which 'O1' belongs or even to the whole supergroup. 
Accordingly, the user can use these additional parameters to introduce 
corresponding information for both reference objects. However this rule is 
set, it is in any case a bilateral interaction rule. If the instruction is applied to 
an entire group, then several bilateral rules are set up accordingly, one for 
each pairing.

Interaction constant (interaction const.)

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET PROPERTY (O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
C_INTERACT_LIN, C_INTERACT_QUAD: reserved word
double: Floating point value

Description The interaction constant determines the surface hardness in collisions. It can 
be thought of as a spring constant. Objects can collide soft like rubber or 
hard like steel. A good average value for laboratory scale problems is '0.01'. 
Smaller values, e.g. '0.0001', characterise softer materials, larger values e.g. 
'1.0' correspondingly harder ones. The interaction function always calculates 
with two constants, one linear and one quadratic. As with a compression 
spring, the collision of two objects produces repulsive forces according to the 
formula

Fr = ±fH * (cLIN * dr + cQUAD * dr
2 + Dr)

Fr: repulsive force
cLIN, cQUAD: interaction constants
dr: collision depth between the objects
fH: Hysteresis factor (takes into account the energy absorption during the collision)
Dr: Damping term (numerical damping)
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The calculated force always and without exception acts on both objects with 
the same amount in opposite directions (actio = reactio). This ultimately 
ensures the conservation of momentum. 

The two interaction constants (linear, quadratic) can be set independently of 
each other with one of the two instructions. The user thus has the option of 
setting more balanced value pairings or placing more emphasis on one of the 
two constants in order to influence the characteristics of the impact 
calculation accordingly.

Interaction Points

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT, x1, y1, z1, bool)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT: reserved word
{x1|y1|z1}: the cartesian coordinates of the control point in the local, object's own coordinate 
system
bool: Activation of the control point (TRUE, FALSE).

DescriptionChladnic sound figures are created on vibrating metal sheets with scattered 
sand.

Basically, the sonar system takes care of the calculations of the interactions 
between the objects on its own. The user specifies which objects should 
collide with each other, when and how, but the way in which the interaction 
of a certain object with another object should be calculated in detail is done 
by the software itself. However, there are cases where the user can help the 
system to perform this calculation better, more specifically or faster. One 
such means of intervening in these calculations is the setting of so-called 
collision points, which ultimately do nothing more than tell the system where 
exactly the interaction between two objects should best be calculated. To 
introduce this information only makes sense in special types of encounters 
between the objects or is only appropriate in special mutual arrangements of 
the objects.

An example of the use of this property is when two or more flat, disc-like or 
sheet-like objects lie on top of each other with their entire surface. It is easy 
to understand that the interaction control in such a situation is not trivial 
because the penetration of one sheet into the other, seen infinitesimally, can 
cover the entire surface at one moment, but a few computational cycles later 
only affects a small corner area, because the rest has moved away from the 
other sheet by a few nanometres for a small moment. Objects interacting 
over such a large area tend to constantly change their type of interaction 
dynamically and therefore tend to oscillate. They introduce unrest into the 
system. The cause of the unrest is the constantly changing interaction 
surface, which constantly moves around between the objects like chladnish 
sound figures. By setting defined interaction points, one counteracts exactly 
this cause by specifying that the interaction between two sheet metal parts 
should always take place at the same places. This ultimately leads to much 
more stable interactions. Defining the positions of control points is the 
responsibility of the user and must be carefully considered. Taking into 
account the expected movements of the objects in the course of a 
simulation, the points should preferably not lose their contact with the target 
object, i.e. should not stray beyond the edges. 

ExampleAn example where the use of this function is appropriate can be found in a 
so-called toothed chain drive, where several chain links lie next to each other 
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and the intermediate links can also move freely laterally and are only 
restricted in their lateral freedom of movement by the neighbouring links. 

FIGURE 4. Toothed chain drive with stacked links

FIGURE 5. The interaction points above and below the holes of individual link plates which 
determine the location of the lateral interaction with the neighbouring link plates.

Restricting the direction of interaction

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_DIRECTION, directionSpecifier)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
INTERACT_DIRECTION: reserved word
directionSpecifier: {ALL_DIRECTIONS, AXIAL_ONLY, RADIAL_ONLY}
default: ALL_DIRECTIONS

Description The interaction of individual objects can be restricted with regard to the 
spatial direction in which it is to be calculated. The purpose of this is to 
improve performance. The term 'spatial direction' refers to the terms 'axial' 
and 'radial', which are to be interpreted in relation to the zero position of the 
objects. If we assume that the two tabs in the last illustration are shown in 
their zero position, then they lie in the X-Y plane and the axis perpendicular 
to the plane of the screen is the Z-axis. A movement of a lug in the Z 
direction is always called 'axial' in this terminology and a movement in the X-
Y plane is called 'radial'. When it comes to these terms, we can therefore 
always imagine an axis in the Z-direction on which, for example, a wheel has 
been slid, which can be moved 'axially' or loaded 'radially'. 

In connection with these terms, it is also obvious that this function only 
makes sense for objects that do not significantly change their spatial 
orientation in relation to these spatial directions. The terms axial and radial, 
for example, never change their meaning for a link plate of a chain drive 
during operation, because the whole mechanism and all chain elements 
move more or less planar.

Vergleich zu ‘Interaction 
Rule by Name’

The function described here excludes an object completely and generally 
from corresponding interaction calculations in certain spatial directions. This 
is in contrast to the function 'Interaction Rule by Name' which also uses the 
terms 'axial' and 'radial', but only in connection with a certain group of object 
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pairs which is determined by the object names. To return to the toothed 
chain drive in the last section, the function described here would therefore 
not be suitable for a toothed link plate, because it must interact axially with 
the neighbouring link plates and radially with the sprocket. Therefore, in this 
case, the terms axial and radial would be better used with the 'Interaction 
Rule by Name' rules.

Interaction Method

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC, double)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC: reserved words
double: Floating point value [0..1]

DescriptionThe interaction method deals with the elastic-plastic behaviour of the surface 
of objects during impact. In terms of impact energy, an arbitrary amount of 
energy can be absorbed and the rest reflected during an impact.  With this 
function we set this property for a single object, i.e. we set here the energy 
portion of the impact which is reflected. The proportion is given as a value in 
the range [0.0 ... 1.0]. 

• 0: Nothing is reflected -> purely plastic impact. 
• 1: Everything is reflected -> purely elastic impact.
• Default value = 0.1 -> Elastic / Plastic = 10% / 90%.

In case of collisions between objects with different interaction mode settings, 
an intermediate value is automatically calculated.

Interaction Mode

SyntaxSET PROPERTY (O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,NO_INTERACTION})

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
INTERACT_MODE, ACTIVE, PASSIVE, NO_INTERACTION: reserved words

DescriptionIn order to improve the performance of the software, sonar uses a 
classification of objects with regard to their general interaction behaviour. 
See the relevant chapter in the tutorial, user manual or instruction sheet. By 
default, an object is 'ACTIVE' and thus actively takes care of collisions with 
other objects. In this sense, only those objects that are to obey another rule 
need to be specified with this function in macros.
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Variables (Primitives)

Many variables of the 'primitives' can be queried and used in expressions of 
'sonar script' control systems. Therefore, the variables described in this 
chapter are mainly used in sonar-SIM, while the properties of the primitives 
described in the last chapter are mainly used in sonar-LAB macros.

The following variables are therefore intended for both setting and querying 
values. These variables can be part of a formula that returns a result value. 
On the other hand, this result value can also be assigned to a variable again. 
However, not all variables are suitable for both tasks. For example, it makes 
no sense to give an object an acceleration. If it did, then one would apply an 
appropriate force to the object in question, which would cause this 
acceleration. Setting the distance or force of a link is also nonsensical. Cause 
and effect should not be confused. We distinguish between different classes 
of variables such as geometry, physics, and general variables.

Overview

Prerequisites The components in the following variables always refer to the global 
coordinate system (X, Y, Z).

Geometry

Physik

TABLE 4. 

Variable sonar script identifier short term Example

Position POSITION POS POS.X(O1),  POS.Y(O12),  POS.Z(O32)

Center of mass CENTER_MASS CM CM.X(O1),  CM.Y(O12),  CM.Z(O32)

Distance DISTANCE D D.X(K1),  D.Y(K12),  D.Z(K32)

TABLE 5. 

Variable Variable identifier short term Example

Acceleration ACCELERATION A A.X(O1),  A.Y(O12),  A.Z(O32)

Force FORCE F F.X(O1),  F.Y(O12),  F.Z(O32)

Moment of force MOMENT_FORCE M M(O1)

external Moment of Force MOMENT_FORCE_EXT M_EXT M(O1)

Angular Acceleration ANGULAR_ACCELERATION BETA BETA(O1)

Angular Velocity ANGULAR_VELOCITY OMG OMG(O1)

Momentum MOMENTUM P P.X(O1),  P.Y(O12),  P.Z(O32)

Kinetic energy E_KIN E_KIN E_KIN(O1)

Rotational energy E_ROT E_ROT E_ROT(O1)

Interaction force FORCE_INTERACTION F_IACT F_IACT(O1)

Velocity VELOCITY V V.X(O1),  V.Y(O12),  V.Z(O32)

External Force FORCE_EXT F_EXT F_EXT.X(O1),  F_EXT.Y(O12),  F_EXT.Z(O32)
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Allgemein

Position

SyntaxPOSITION.component(O1)
POS.component(O1)

POSITION, POS: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D position vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionThe expression is a component {X|Y|Z} of the global position of the 
reference point, an object relative to the coordinate origin. The following 
example calculates the spatial distance between the reference points of two 
objects (O6, O4) and performs a series of instructions if or as long as the two 
objects have a spatial distance of less than 12.5 cm from each other.

ExampleDO IF (SQRT(SQR(POS.X(O6)-POS.X(O4))
           +SQR(POS.Y(O6)-POS.Y(O4))
           +SQR(POS.Z(O6)-POS.Z(O4))) < 12.5)
   statementList
END IF

Note that the line with the test 'DO IF (...) must be written on a single line. It 
has been wrapped here only for better understanding.

Center of mass

SyntaxCENTER_MASS.component(O1)
CM.component(O1)

CENTER_MASS, CM: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D position vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionThe centroid is the relative position of the same to the object's reference 
point, expressed in the object's local coordinate system. Apart from a few 

Angular Momentum ANGULAR_MOMENTUM AM AM(O1)

Section Modulus MOMENT_FRICTION M_FRICTION M_FRICTION(K1)

Time TIME T T

Total kinetic energy E_KIN_TOT E_KIN_TOT E_KIN_TOT

Total rotational energy E_ROT_TOT E_ROT_TOT E_ROT_TOT

Total energy E_TOT E_TOT E_TOT

Total momentum MOMENTUM_TOT P_TOT P_TOT

TABLE 5. 

Variable Variable identifier short term Example

TABLE 6. 

Variable Variable Identifier short term Example

Calculation Cycle CYCLE C C
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exceptions that will not be discussed here, the centre of gravity is identical to 
the reference point. In other words, the reference point coincides with the 
centre of gravity in most cases. Consequently, the coordinates of the centre 
of gravity are usually zero. 

Distance

Syntax DISTANCE.component(K1)
D.component(K1)

DISTANCE, D: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D distance vector
K1: link reference {k1, k2, k3, ...}

Description The absolute deflection of a link between two objects. This is the local strain 
at the link. Considering the link as a spring, this distance is equal to the 
extension of the spring under load. Without load, this distance is zero. 
Depending on whether only the linear or also the quadratic link constant is 
used for the link constant, the distance of a link is a homogeneous linear 
function of the load or a quadratic one.

Acceleration

Syntax ACCELERATION.component(O1)
A.component(O1)

ACCELERATION, A: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D acceleration vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

Description The function returns the current acceleration of an object. Depending on the 
problem, the acceleration values can sometimes be very noisy. Often the 
recorded acceleration values must therefore be smoothed before they can be 
used in a graphical representation. In principle, corresponding measured 
values would also be noisy in experimental data recordings, at least 
theoretically. However, the recording sensor itself and the recording 
apparatus are already the first filters that dampen these data somewhat due 
to their internal inertias. Another way to get hold of acceleration values is to 
record velocity values. From this data, the first derivative is formed later, for 
example in EXCEL, which gives the accelerations.

Angular acceleration

Syntax ANGULAR_ACCELERATION.component(O1)
BETA.component(O1)

ANGULAR_ACCELERATION, BETA: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D acceleration vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

Description The angular acceleration vector is perpendicular to the current rotation plane 
of the object. The instruction returns the vectorial value of the angular 
acceleration acting at the moment on the referenced object.
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Force

SyntaxFORCE.component(O1)
F.component(O1)

FORCE, F: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D force vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionIf a force on an object is calculated with this instruction and assigned to the 
object, then this force is added to the other forces acting on the object that 
may still be acting. The assignment is only possible component by 
component. Consequently, differently calculated forces can be assigned to an 
object several times in succession in this way. Assigned forces with this 
variable are in any case only valid for the current calculation cycle. After the 
sum of all forces on an object has been evaluated, they are reset to zero for 
the next calculation cycle. In this sense, the variable 'FORCE' functions 
differently than the variable 'FORCE_EXT', which is also always used 
additively, but remains permanently as a numerical value until the user 
changes the value or switches it off.

If the instruction delivers a result whose value is used in a term or in a 
formula, then the instruction 'FORCE' calculates the vectorial sum of all 
forces on an object and enters this value in the relevant formula.

Collision force

SyntaxFORCE_INTERACTION.component(O1)
F_IACT.component(O1)

FORCE_INTERACTION, F_IACT: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D force vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionSince all impacts between objects are explicitly simulated in the sonar 
software, the temporal force progression at the contact point of the objects 
can also be used computationally during an impact. It is the changing 
effective force which, integrated over the entire impact, finally results in the 
so-called force impact. 

Torque

SyntaxMOMENT_FORCE.component(O1)
M.component(O1)

MOMENT_FORCE, M: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D moment vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

The torque is a vector with its base point perpendicular to the plane of 
rotation. Like the force vector 'FORCE', the torque can be set or queried and 
used further. The assignment is done component by component.
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External torque

Syntax MOMENT_FORCE_EXT.component(O1)
M_EXT.component(O1)

MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, M_EXT: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D moment vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

Description The external torque works like the normal torque 'MOMENT_FORCE', with the 
difference that once set, the external torque remains until further notice, 
whereas the normal torque is only valid for the current cycle. 

Section modulus

Syntax MOMENT_FRICTION(K1)
M_FRICTION(K1)

MOMENT_FRICTION, M_FRICTION: reserved words
k1: Link Reference {k1, k2, k3, ...}

Description If links are used as bearing points of axes, they have no bearing friction for 
the time being. With this instruction, the section modulus of a single 
referenced link is set or queried. In this way, a bearing friction can also be 
changed dynamically during a simulation. To set the bearing friction of 
several links (Object Group, Object Supergroup), an object reference (e.g. 
"O1") of a representative of the group is used instead.

Velocity

Syntax VELOCITY.component(O1)
V.component(O1)

VELOCITY, V: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D velocity vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

Description The centroid velocity of the object with reference 'O1' in global coordinates. 
The velocity can be queried and further used as well as set with an 
assignment.

Angular Velocity

Syntax ANGULAR_VELOCITY.component(O1)
OMG.component(O1)

ANGULAR_VELOCITY, OMG: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D vector.
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

Description The components of the current angular velocity vector of the object with 
reference 'O1' in global coordinates in relation to objects nullposition. The 
angular velocity can be queried and further used as well as set with an 
assignment.
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Momentum

SyntaxMOMENTUM.component(O1)
P.component(O1)

MOMENTUM, P: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D momentum vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionThis instruction returns the translational momentum of the referenced 
object. The momentum is calculated as (p = m * |v|) and used if necessary.

Total momentum

MOMENTUM_TOT
P_TOT

MOMENTUM_TOT, P_TOT: reserved words

DescriptionThe total momentum of the entire system or the sum of all individual 
momentums of the objects.

Angular momentum

SyntaxANGULAR_MOMENTUM.component(O1)
AM.component(O1)

ANGULAR_MOMENTUM, AM: reserved words
component: {X|Y|Z} a coordinate identifier of the 3D momentum vector
o1: object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionThe magnitude of the intrinsic angular momentum is calculated by the 
system as (L = Q * w) and further used as a scalar quantity.
Q: Inertia tensor of the object
w: angular velocity

Energy

SyntaxE_KIN.component(O1)
E_ROT.component(O1)
E_KIN_TOT
E_ROT_TOT
E_TOT

E_KIN, E_ROT, E_KIN_TOT, E_ROT_TOT, E_TOT: reserved words
o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}

DescriptionThe energy instructions provide the energy values in order as follows:

• the kinetic energy of the referenced object
• the rotational energy of the referenced object
• the total kinetic energy of all objects in the model
• the total rotational energy of all objects in the model
• The total energy in the model (E_KIN_TOT + E_ROT_TOT)
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One could use these values e.g. as a termination criterion in a control system 
where the energy value of a single object changes or where the ratio of the 
total kinetic to the total rotational energy shifts. 

Time

Syntax TIME
T

TIME, T: reserved words

Description The simulation time of a running simulation. This time has nothing to do with 
the world time as it may be displayed on the watch on your wrist (or mobile 
phone). 'TIME' is the time in the model world of your simulation. The 
simulation time can be reset to zero with a menu command at any time, 
even during a running simulation. All time-dependent variables, control 
systems, graphical representations and settings refer to this time.

Cycle

Syntax CYCLE
C

CYCLE, C: reserved words

Description The number of computational cycles performed. The number of cycles is 
increased by one each time the entire physics of the model has been fully 
calculated. This process occurs together with the increase of the simulation 
time by one time increment 'dt'. The number of computational cycles per 
simulation is usually in the range of 1 million and 1 billion. Like the 
simulation time 'TIME', the number of cycles can also be reset to zero at any 
time.

Trigger

(reserved parameter name for future use)
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Operations on Primitives

This chapter covers the following operations

• Primitive Select
• Primitive Move

Select / Overview

The following overview shows the possibilities of selecting one or more 
objects and selecting other parts of a model.

Syntax (Objects)SELECT OBJECT (O1)
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT)
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - n)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, ALL, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (RECT, XY, x1, y1, x2, y2)
SELECT OBJECT (SPACE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
SELECT OBJECT (ALL)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_STD, index)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)

Syntax (raw data)SELECT ELEMENT (E1)
SELECT CONTOUR (C1)

Syntax (fixed points)SELECT FIXPOINT (F1)

Syntax (links)SELECT LINK (K1)
SELECT LINK (x0, y0, z0)

o1, e1, c1, f1, k1: References to corresponding object types
LAST_OBJECT: the last object in the object list (Object Tool)
POINT: the following variables are to be interpreted as a point
ALL: the operation refers to all objects, all objects are selected.
XY: refers to the X-Y main plane
RECT: a rectangle facing a main plane
SPACE: a space body (cuboid)
n: integer
x0, y0, z0; x1, y1, z1; x2, y2, z2: 3-dimensional points in the Cartesian coordinate system

DescriptionThe instruction 'SELECT OBJECT (POINT,x1,y1,z1)' selects the first object in 
the object list which contains the point (x1,y1,z1) in its volume. If the second 
parameter is 'ALL', all objects containing this point will be selected.

The parameter 'RECT' in the main plane 'XY' refers to the front view or the X-
Y view. All objects that lie in this projection are selected.

The parameter 'SPACE' finally spans a cuboid in 3-dimensional space and 
selects all objects whose centre of gravity lies within this cuboid. 
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The parameter 'index' must be in the range [0..25]. The three colour values 
(red, green, blue) are also integer values in the range [0..255].

The statement 'SELECT LINK (x0,y0,z0)' selects the (point-shaped) link at 
the specified location in the model.

Another type of referencing

Another way to reference specific objects that were not created in the same 
script is the following method. 

Example SELECT OBJECT (POINT, x1, y1, z1) -- global coordinates
SET VALUE (O1 = SELECTION)
SET PROPERTY (O1, DENSITY, 7.8)

Description This example artificially creates a reference for a specific, previously selected 
object by first selecting the object at the global position (x1, y1, z1) and then 
specifying that this selection now has the name or reference designation 
'O1'. In the further course, this referenced object 'O1' can be further used in 
the same way as a normally created reference.

Syntax FIND OBJECT (O1, x1, y1, z1)

o1: A referencing is set to 'O1
x1, y1, z1: Cartesian coordinates of a global space point.

Description A function similar to the last one above assigns the object containing the 
specified global point (x1, y1, z1) directly to the object referencing 'O1'. This 
object referencing can also be used afterwards like a normal automatically 
generated reference.

Moving Objects (Translation) / Overview

Syntax (Objects) TRANSLATE OBJECT(O1, ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECT(O1, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECT(SELECTION, ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECT(SELECTION, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

Syntax (Objectgroup) TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE ,dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(LAST_GROUP_NR,ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(LAST_GROUP_NR,RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

Syntax
(Objectsupergroup)

TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, ABS.., dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, REL.., dx,dy,dz)

Syntax (Grid) TRANSLATE GRID (G1, ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE GRID (G1, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE GRID (SELECTION, ABSOLUTE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE GRID (SELECTION, RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

o1: Object reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
ABSOLUTE: the coordinates are to be interpreted as absolute global coordinates.
RELATIVE: the coordinates are to be interpreted relative to the current position of the objects.
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SELECTION, LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
dx, dy, dz: 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate values of the displacement vector

DescriptionThe objects in question are displaced three-dimensionally and translationally, 
i.e. without rotations, in space. The displacements can always be absolute to 
the origin or relative to the current position. In principle, these operations 
imitate moving objects in the views with the mouse

Move Objects (Rotation)

Syntax (Objects)ROTATE OBJECT (O1, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)
ROTATE OBJECT (SELECTION, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)

Syntax (Objectgroup)ROTATE OBJECTGROUP (O1, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)
ROTATE OBJECTGROUP (LAST_GROUP_NR, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)

Syntax 
(Objectsupergroup)

ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP (O1, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)
ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP (LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)

Syntax (Grid)ROTATE GRID (G1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)

o1, g1: : References to corresponding object types
SELECTION, LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
cx, cy, cz: 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate values of the centre of rotation
wx, wy, wz: Angles of rotation for the three axes of rotation in [rad].

DescriptionThe objects concerned are rotated with the specified angles (wx, wy, wz) in 
[rad] around the point (cx, cy, cz) as centre of rotation. It is recommended to 
always use only one of the three angles (wx, wy, wz) and to set the other two 
to zero. By using this instruction several times, the objects can be rotated 
around the centre in exactly the desired order. If two or three values for (wx, 
wy, wz) are different from zero, then the system performs these rotations in 
a given order. Namely, in order: wz -> wx -> wy. Since rotations are not 
commutative, each sequence generally produces a different result.

Moving (with object matrix)

Syntax (raw data)MOVE ELEMENT (E1, MOVE_MATRIX, O1)
MOVE ELEMENT (E1, MOVE_MATRIX, SELECTION)
MOVE ELEMENT (SELECTION, MOVE_MATRIX, O1)
MOVE ELEMENT (SELECTION, MOVE_MATRIX, SELECTION)

e1, o1: : References to corresponding element and object types
MOVE_MATRIX, SELECTION, : reserved words

DescriptionInstead of defining a rotation directly by specifying an angle and an axis, as 
in the last section, a raw data element can be rotated and translationally 
moved in one statement using the rotation matrix of an already known 
object, which is either referenced or selected. In the last of the four 
instructions (above), two selections must therefore be set in advance, the 
selection of an element and an object. The first parameter always refers to 
an element, the last parameter always to an object. 

With this instruction, the elements are moved simultaneously with an object. 
This is done both rotationally and translationally. The elements make the 
same movement in three-dimensional space as the object in question, 
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starting from its zero position to the current position and rotation in space. 
The system uses the stored rotation matrix and the coordinates of the 
reference point of the object in question to do this.

Combined movement

Syntax MOVE OBJECT (O1, ABSOLUTE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz)
MOVE OBJECT (O1, RELATIVE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz)
MOVE OBJECT (SELECTION, ABSOLUTE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz)
MOVE OBJECT (SELECTION, RELATIVE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz)

o1: : Reference to object
ABSOLUTE, RELATIVE, SELECTION: reserved words
x0, y0, z0: absolute cartesian coordinates or displacement vector (depending on param.2)
wx, wy, wz: angle of rotation in [rad] around the individual coordinate axes

Description The commands combine all rotations and translation into a single instruction. 
First the rotations are performed and in a second step the translation. The 
rotations are processed in a fixed order: Red(Z) -> Red(X) -> Red(Y). 
Therefore, the functions are somewhat confusing and can only be used to a 
limited extent. For this reason, we recommend using the elementary 
functions 'ROTATE OBJECT' and 'TRANSLATE OBJECT' several times in the 
desired order.Löschen

Makro CLEAR OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION)

O1: Element reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SELECTION: (reserved word) -> objects must be selected.

Description Here in 'sonar script' we explicitly use the command 'CLEAR' and not 
'DELETE' to delete objects. This means that the deleted objects cannot be 
transferred to the clipboard and consequently cannot be pasted again with 
'PASTE'. Deleting and reinserting objects within a script does not make sense 
and is not necessary or can be solved in a better way (see 'DUPLICATE').

Macro CLEAR ALL

Description This statement deletes everything that is selected, however the selection is 
composed. This can be only objects or a combination of elements and 
objects.

Duplicate

Syntax (in place) DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1, INPLACE || TRUE)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (SELECTION, INPLACE || TRUE)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (ALL, INPLACE || TRUE)

Syntax (displaced) DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1, FALSE)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (SELECTION, FALSE)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (ALL, FALSE)

O1: Element reference {o1, o2, o3, ...}
SELECTION: (reserved word) -> objects must be selected
ALL: (reserved word) -> all objects of the model are duplicated
INPLACE || TRUE: All duplicated objects are exactly in the same position
FALSE: All duplicated objects are spatially displaced
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DescriptionObjects designated by object references or selections are duplicated either at 
the same position or shifted laterally. The process of duplication copies not 
only the external appearance of the original object but also its general and 
physical properties. The new object is always at the end of the ObjectTool's 
list and can be referenced with the variable 'LAST_OBJECT' if necessary. 
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Links

Create Links

Links are point elastic connections between objects. Links can have elastic-
plastic behaviour under tension. See 'Group properties / Material model'.

Syntax 
Normal Link

CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, O2, x0,y0,z0)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, O2, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, F1)

k1: created link reference
NORMAL, CTR120: reserved words
o1, o2: the two objects to be linked
x0, y0, z0: global Cartesian space coordinates
e1: instead of explicitly passing the coordinates (x0, y0, z0), an already created element 'E1' of the 
type 'E1' can be used. 
element 'E1' of type 'POINT' can specify the location of the link.
f1: one of the two objects can also be a fixed point. In this case, it is not necessary to specify the 
position.

Description A normal link, created with the parameter 'NORMAL', is comparable to a 
tension or compression spring. In this sense, a normal link reacts to changes 
in length. A normal link has the length zero at the moment of creation. If, in 
the course of the simulation, displacements and thus tensions arise between 
two linked objects, then the link gets a finite length. Together with the link 
constants and other influencing variables, the link force is calculated from 
this, which counteracts the deflection of the link. Both the stiffness and 
possibly other properties of the link are set with separate instructions.  The 
above instructions initially provide the new link with the so-called default link 
properties. Therefore, in a sonar script, a new link is usually followed by 
further instructions that set the specific properties of the link.

Syntax Bending and torsion link

CREATE LINK (K1, BENDING, O1, O2, x0,y0,z0)
CREATE LINK (K1, TORSION, O1, O2, x0,y0,z0)

k1: created link reference
BENDING, TORSION: reserved words
o1, o2: references to existing objects
x0, y0, z0: global Cartesian space coordinates

Description Bending and torsion links are additional links that can be placed at the 
location of an already set normal link. However, these two additional links do 
not really hold the two objects together as a normal link can, but only exert 
additional forces. For this reason, bending and/or torsion links must always 
be used together with normal links. A link combination consisting of all three 
link locations finally controls all possible movements that can occur between 
two objects.  The following script creates two cylinders and connects them 
with all three link types
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ExampleBEGIN SCRIPT link
-- Create 2 cylinders and connect them to 3 link types
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CYLINDER, 0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0, 6.0, 0.5)
CREATE OBJECT (O2, CYLINDER, 0, 0, 6.0, 0, 0, 12.0, 0.5)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, O2, 0, 0, 6.0)
CREATE LINK (K2, BENDING, O1, O2, 0, 0, 6.0)
CREATE LINK (K3, TORSION, O1, O2, 0, 0, 6.0)
-- end of script

other creation methods

SyntaxCREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, SELECTION)

k1: created link reference
NORMAL, SELECTION: reserved words

DescriptionInstead of specifying object references and coordinates to create a link, a 
selection of equivalent information can be selected in advance. In this case, 
two different objects and a raw data point would have to be selected before 
this instruction is called. Of course, this selection must also be carried out in 
the same script with the corresponding selection instructions. However, 
selections of objects that were created in another script are also possible in 
this way (see Primitives/Select).

SyntaxCREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, CTR120, O1, O2)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, CTR120, O1, O2, mode)

k1: created link reference
o1, o2: references to existing objects
NORMAL: reserved word
CTR120: reserved word. 4 links are to be set, one in the centre and 3 on the periphery.
mode: {STRAIGHT, DEFLECTED}
STRAIGHT: zero angle in the straight position between two objects.
DEFLECTED: zero angle in the actual and relative object position (as it is).

DescriptionIn order to connect two objects, such as two individual cylinders of a flexible 
bar, elastically and dimensionally stable, there are the following methods:

• Normal link + bending link + torsion link -> so-called NBT link.
• 3 normal peripheral links (3 x 120°) -> so-called EXCL120 link
• 1 normal central link + 3 normal peripheral links -> so-called CTR120 link

The so-called CTR120 link is more flexible in terms of setting the physical 
properties than the simpler combination with only three peripheral links. In a 
CTR120 link, the peripheral links can be set to optimally reflect the bending 
or torsional stiffness assuming a central hinge. The central link can then be 
independently sized to correctly calculate the Young's modulus together with 
the peripheral links. The exact setting of the individual links is not carried out 
with this instruction but is subsequently determined by means of the function 
'SET VALUE (E_MODUL = double, ...)'. This function then calculates the 
individual link constants of the CTR120 links taking into account the 
dimensions of the individual objects of a group.

In the simpler combination link with only three peripheral links, each link 
takes 1/3 of the emodule. Then the three links are arranged radially so far 
from the centre that they also correctly reflect the bending stiffness with the 
given link constants and object dimensions.
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The instruction is limited to certain object combinations. The following 
pairings are permitted so far:

• cylinder - cylinder
• Cylinder - Torus segment
• Cylinder - Sphere

Syntax CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1, O1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, CTR120, E1)

k1: Link Reference to the new link
e1, o1: References to corresponding object types
NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, CTR120: reserved words

Description The parameter 'AUTOMATIC' wants to tell us that the link should happen at 
the location of the position of element 'E1', but the objects concerned should 
be found by the function itself.

In the second instruction, an additional object 'O1' is referenced. In this 
case, only the second matching object is to be found.

In the last case, a total of four links are to be set at the position of element 
'E1', which together form a so-called CTR120 link (see 'CREATE LINK (K1, 
NORMAL, CTR120, O1, O2)' in this chapter).

Linking entire object groups

Syntax ATTACH OBJGRP_OBJGRP(O1, O2, mode)

o1, o2: References to existing objects
mode: NORMAL, NBT, CTR120, 3x120: reserved parameters

Description (possibly this 
function belongs to a 
module)

Both object references (O1, O2) are representatives of an object group. 
However, not all objects of one group are linked to all objects of the other 
group. Rather, the system checks which object pairs fit together sensibly and 
links only these. The combination of the objects is done according to the 
method where each object of one group checks whether there is an object in 
the other group that overlaps with or touches the first one.

Set link constant

Syntax SET PROPERTY(K1, C_LINK, value)

k1: Link reference
C_LINK: reserved word
value: link constant (floating point value)

Description This is the most used standard function for setting link constants. It is 
needed in practically all scripts where links are set. It is applied to a single 
link which is specified with its reference name. The statement is applicable to 
all link types.

Syntax SET VALUE (C_LINK = double, linktype, OBJECTNAME, "objectname")

C_LINK, OBJECTNAME: reserved words
linktype: {NORMAL, BENDING, TORSION}
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DescriptionAll links of a certain type in connection with objects of a certain name are 
assigned a new value for the link constant in question. There are similar 
functions for groups of objects, but here we do not select a certain group of 
objects, but all with a certain name, which of course must have been set 
consistently beforehand.

ExampleSET VALUE (C_LINK = 0.1, BENDING, OBJECTNAME, "wire element")

Note that the 'quotation marks' must also be set for the object name.

SyntaxSET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, CTR120, K_ctr, K_r).

k1: Link reference
C_LINK: reserved word
K_ctr, K_r: Link constants (floating point values)

DescriptionThis instruction refers to all links of an object group which are connected with 
the link combinations of the type 'CTR120'. A CTR120 link consists of a total 
of four links (1 central link and 3 peripheral links). These links are referenced 
with an object 'O1' of the object group. The last two parameters 'K_ctr' and 
'K_r' are the actual link constants, first the link constant for the central link 
and then the one for the three peripheral links. With this instruction, the link 
constants of the CTR12 links are not calculated automatically but explicitly 
specified by the user.

Set properties

SyntaxSET PROPERTY(K1, C_DAMPING, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, ANGLE, {X|Y|Z}, double) -- K1 = Torsions Link
SET PROPERTY(K1, MOMENT_FRICTION, double) -- K1 = normal link
SET PROPERTY(K1, C_LINK, CTR120, Kc, Kr) -- K1 = 1 of 4 links

K1: Link reference of the new link
ANGLE, C_DAMPING. C_LINK, MOMENT_FRICTION: reserved words
{X|Y|Z}: A coordinate direction is set (X or Y or Z)
double: floating point value
Kc: central Link; Kr: lateral Link

DescriptionThe first instruction sets the damping constant of a specific link which is 
referenced with 'K1'. This instruction can also be used for all link types.

With the parameter 'ANGLE' we address in the second instruction the angle of 
a torsion link, which should correspond to a certain angle of rotation in the 
current rotational position of the two objects it connects. The two objects 
would then already have a torque to each other at the time of the simulation 
start. The function can only be used for the three main axis directions.

The third instruction sets a bearing friction. With each rotational movement, 
the two objects connected by the (normal) link 'K1' are subjected to a 
resistive torque which counteracts the current relative direction of rotation. If 
the relative rotational movement between the two objects is zero, then the 
resistive torque is also zero.

The last instruction concerns a single CTR120 link.Biegefestigkeit
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Syntax SET VALUE (BENDING_STRENGTH = value, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, f)
SET VALUE (BENDING_STRENGTH = value, SUPERGROUP_NR,
                                      LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)

BENDING_STRENGTH, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR. 
LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
f: reduction or multiplication factor: multiple bending links between 2 objects or one enveloping 
cylinder represents multiple wires.
value: floating point value

Description This instruction is directed exclusively at so-called bending links and only 
these are taken into account. Otherwise, this function has so far only been 
implemented for cylinder connections. The maximum bending moment 
between two cylinders is specified. Thus, with the given link constants of the 
bending links, a maximum bending angle is also indirectly specified. If, 
during a simulation, the bending angle between the objects in question 
becomes greater than the maximum value, then the bending moment is 
reset to the defined maximum value in each case.

With the next instruction, this maximum limit value for the bending moment 
can be switched on or off.

Syntax SET STATE (BENDING_STRENGTH, ON || OFF, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)
SET STATE (BENDING_STRENGTH, ON || OFF, SUPERGROUP_NR,
                                        LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
BENDING_STRENGTH, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR. 
LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
ON or OFF: boolean values (reserved words)

Example The following example creates a wire consisting of a chain of cylindrical 
objects and connects the cylinders in pairs. The last cylinder created is 
connected to the preceding one with three links (NBT link).

BEGIN SCRIPT Wire
-- Wire diameter = 1.0 mm = 0.1 cm
-- wire length = 60.0 mm = 6.0 cm
LOOP FOR (I, 1, 20, 1)
   CREATE OBJECT (O1,CYLINDER,0, 0, (I-1)*0.6, 0, 0, I*0.6, 0.05)
   DO IF (I>1)
      CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POINT, 0, 0, (I-1)*0.6) -- Link point

      DESELECT ALL
      SELECT ELEMENT (E1)
      SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - 1)
      SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT)

      CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, SELECTION) -- NBT Link
      CREATE LINK (K2, BENDING, SELECTION)
      CREATE LINK (K3, TORSION, SELECTION)

      SET PROPERTY(K1, C_LINK, 0.1)
      SET PROPERTY(K2, C_LINK, 0.02)
      SET PROPERTY(K3, C_LINK, 0.008)
   END IF
END FOR
-- end of script
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Fixed points

Fixed points are massless, immobile anchor points in space. Fixed points 
have no physical properties. Their only function is to be able to attach certain 
objects to them by means of links. This shows that the fixed object itself is 
elastically attached to the fixed point. The attached object can still move 
around the fixed point within the elasticity of the link. Therefore it is also 
possible to record or otherwise use the forces acting between the object and 
the fixed point. Fixed points without docked objects have no function and are 
superfluous.

Create

MacroCREATE FIXPOINT (F1, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE FIXPOINT (F1, SELECTION)

F1: Fixed point reference {f1, f2, f3, ...}
x0, y0, z0: Cartesian coordinates of the fixed point
SELECTION: (reserved word) -> a raw data point must be selected.

DescriptionThe position of the fixed point to be created can either be specified explicitly 
with the coordinates or conveyed by a preceding selection of a point. The 
instruction creates a reference designation which can be used when creating 
a link between object and fixed point. 

Select

MacroSELECT FIXPOINT (F1)

F1: Fixed point reference {f1, f2, f3, ...}

DescriptionThe instruction can be used to set a link between selected objects, where one 
of the selected objects can be a fixed point.

Links at fixed points

Macro 1CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, F1)

K1: Link reference {k1, k2, k3, ...}
NORMAL; reserved word
O1, F1: Object and fixed point reference between which the link is to be set.

Macro 2CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, SELECTION)

K1: Link reference {k1, k2, k3, ...}
NORMAL; reserved word
SELECTION: reserved word

DescriptionIn 'Macro 2', at most one of the two selected objects may be a fixed point. 
The order of selection does not matter. The link properties are set separately 
as usual with the command  ‘SET PROPERTY (K1, ...)'.
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Group properties

Overview

Example We distinguish two levels of groups at the moment. These are the normal 
group and the supergroup. The supergroup is meant to form groups of 
groups. However, this is not a prerequisite. In principle, an object can also 
belong to a supergroup without being a member of a subordinate group. In 
principle, this terminology is simply about two different group numbers that 
an object can have. But the idea behind it is ultimately already that the user 
uses these group designations in a hierarchical way.

A typical example of the use of these two groups would be a mesh grid as 
shown opposite. One would give the individual wires, which consist of a 
larger number of cylindrical elements, each an individual group number. All 
wires of the entire grid would also be given a common supergroup number. 
Each cylinder element of the lattice model would thus have a supergroup 
number, which characterises the object as a member of a certain lattice, and 
additionally a group number, which indicates to which wire in this lattice the 
object belongs.

The purpose of these designations is ultimately to be able to access the 
objects specifically for the assignment of properties and to set certain 
properties for the entire group or supergroup, as it were. Assigning group 
numbers is not mandatory, but recommended. When organising objects into 
groups, you should always consider which objects you might want to address 
later as a group for setting or changing properties.

Create group number

Syntax SET VALUE (NEW_GROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR)

NEW_GROUP_NR, NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words

Description These two statements create a new group or supergroup number. This is 
done by the system determining the highest existing number in the model, 
incrementing it by one and storing it internally as the new last group or 
supergroup number. These current last group numbers can be queried at any 
time with the variables 'LAST_GROUP_NR' and 'LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR' or 
used as parameters. These numbers can subsequently be assigned to any 
number of objects. Normally, this is done in a 'sonar script' within loops.

Add individual objects to group

Syntax SET PROPERTY (O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR) (*)
SET PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR) (*)

O1: Object reference
(*) O1 here is a specific single object
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GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: integer (the last group numbers created)

DescriptionA single referenced object 'O1' is assigned the last generated group or 
supergroup number. The second parameter (GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR) 
indicates which type of group number is meant or should be set in this 
context. In the object properties of the object concerned, it is henceforth 
displayed that this object has the group number concerned.

Add Group to Supergroup

SyntaxSET GROUP_PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR) (**)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY (LAST_GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR,
                                   LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)

O1: Object reference
(**) O1 is here a representative of an object group
SUPERGROUP_NR: reserved words
LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: integer (the last group numbers generated)

DescriptionThe first statement has the following meaning in words: The object group 
represented by the object reference 'O1' is to be added to the supergroup 
with the number 'last supergroup'. 

Similarly, the second statement has the meaning: The object group with the 
number 'last object group' is to be added to the supergroup with the number 
'last supergroup'.

Note that the statement 'SET GROUP_PROPERTY' is used here, which 
indicates that a group property is set. Therefore, the first parameter 'O1' 
here has the function of a representative of an object group.

Using group properties

Most properties in 'sonar script' can be assigned either to individual objects 
or to groups. While in the first case the instruction 'SET PROPERTY' is used, 
in the second case 'SET GROUP_PROPERTY' or 'SET 
SUPERGROUP_PROPERTY' is used.

SET PROPERTY            -> Object
SET GROUP_PROPERTY      -> Group
SET SUPERGROUP_PROPERTY -> Supergroup

Below are a few instructions for the group properties as an overview. For the 
details of the individual parameters in the functions, see the corresponding 
function for individual objects 

'SET PROPERTY (O1, ...)'.  

OverviewIn the following statements the object reference 'O1' can optionally be 
replaced by: O1 || LAST_GROUP_NR || LAST_SUPERGROUP

The qualifier 'GROUP_PROPERTY' can optionally be replaced by 
'SUPERGROUP_PROPERTY' in accordance with the object reference.
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SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, BENDING, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, BENDING, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, DENSITY, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool,
                       ALL || FIRST_LAST)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_STD, colorNumber) 
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRAIN_LIMIT,
                       PERCENT || ABSOLUTE, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_CALC, mode, value, fac)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_ULTIMATE,mode,value,fac) 
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, UNLIMITED, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, OVERLOAD_ACTION, action)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL, modelNr)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, CTR120, K_ctr, K_r)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC, iActValue)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,..})
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, NAME, “groupname”)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, YIELD_MODEL, yieldModelNr)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)

SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_FRICTION, double)

Um die Lagerreibung mehrerer Links zu setzen (Object Group, Object Supergroup) wird statt einer 
Link-Referenz eine Objekt-Referenz (z.B. “O1”) eines Repräsentaten der Gruppe verwendet.

colorNumber: [0..25]
red,, green, blue: [0..255]
mode: SPECIFIC || ABSOLUTE
value: yield strength [cm-g-us]-System
fac: reduction factor [0..1]: mehrere Normal-Links zwischen 2 Objekten
action: {NOACTION || BREAKUP || COLORING || SIGNAL}
modelNr: integer (material model-Nr = 1, 2, 3, ...)
K_ctr, K_r: Link constants (floating point values)
iActValue: double [0.0...1.0]
yieldModelNr: 0..7
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Material models

Ocerview

FIGURE 6. Dialog ‘Edit Material (Stress/Strain-Variables)’

In order to bring the sonar-script instructions for the material models into 
play, we orient ourselves on the dialogue from the sonar-LAB programme, 
which serves the same purpose. After selecting an object of a group, the user 
is presented with the dialogue shown. At this point it should be repeated that 
the use of these material models only makes sense in connection with object 
groups consisting of a larger number of objects. It is about the continuous 
loading and bending of object structures.

In the upper right corner, the user selects a model. The number of available 
material models will grow steadily over time.

Below that, he has the option of entering more or less material data, 
depending on the model. For this purpose, we have selected material model-
005 as an example, which provides all variables or all input fields.

We will now explain the corresponding sonar-script instructions one after the 
other.

Material model

• Modulus of elasticity
• Yield strength
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• Breaking stress
• Yield strength (%)
• Action on overload
• Unrestricted elongation
• Material model

Syntax SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL, modelNr)

O1: Object reference.  O1 is here a representative of an object group
C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL: reserved words
modelNr: integer (material model no. = 1, 2, 3, ...)

Description For all objects belonging to the same group as the object reference 'O1', the 
material model should be set with the number 'modelNr'. Although we 
designated the model number in the dialogue as 
"005_LINEAR_ELASTIC_LINEAR_ISOTRPIC_HARDENING", we simply specify 
the number '5' for the 'modelNr' in the sonar statement above.

Example SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL, 5)

Young modulus

Syntax SET VALUE(E_MODUL = double, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, f)
SET VALUE(E_MODUL = double, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)

E_MODULE, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR: 
reserved words
f: reduction factor [0..1]: multiple normal links between 2 objects

Description The Young's modulus according to R.Hooke's law postulates the 
proportionality between relative length change and normal stress in a limited 
range of loading. All link constants between the objects of the group are 
calculated so that the elasticity corresponds to the set value. If necessary, 
so-called multiple links are taken into account with a factor f.

Example SET VALUE(E_MODULE = 2.1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR, 0.333)

We would set the value 0.333 if 3 normal links connect the objects. For a 
value of 2.1E+11 Pascal, as it applies e.g. to steel, the value 2.1 results in 
the [cm-g-us] system

2.1E+11 Pa = 2.1E+11 N/m2 
= 2.1E+11 kg m/s2m2 = 2.1E+11 E+3 g E+2 cm / (E+12 µs2 E+4 cm2)
= 2.1 E+0 g/µs2cm

Yield strength

Syntax SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_CALC, mode, value, fac)

O1: Object reference.  O1 is here a representative of an object group
C_LINK. STRENGTH_CALC: reserved words
mode: SPECIFIC || ABSOLUTE, 
value: yield strength [cm-g-us]-system
fac: reduction factor [0..1]: multiple normal links between 2 objects
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DescriptionStrictly speaking, this refers to the stress at the yield point. It is the limit 
value in the stress-strain diagram where Hooke's law loses its validity and 
permanent plastic deformation sets in. The value for yield strength can be 
set in two different ways: absolute or specific (ABSOLUTE, SPECIFIC). 
Absolute' refers to the total cross-sectional area at the point where the link is 
installed, while 'specific' refers to the unit area. The reduction factor 'fac' 
takes into account multiple links at the cross-sectional area in question. If 
two cylinders were held together by 3 links at the face, then 'fac' would be 
set to '0.333' to distribute the strength equally across all three links.||

Fracture stress

SyntaxSET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_ULTIMATE, mode,value,fac)

O1: Object reference.  O1 here is a representative of an object group
C_LINK. STRENGTH_ULTIMATE: reserved words
mode: SPECIFIC || ABSOLUTE 
value: ultimate strength [cm-g-us]-system
fac: reduction factor [0..1]: multiple normal links between 2 objects

DescriptionThe ultimate stress is the stress at the end of the elongation phase, i.e. at 
the yield point when the material breaks and the stress drops to zero. This 
process is irreversible.

Strain limit

SyntaxSET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRAIN_LIMIT, mode, value)

O1: Object reference.  Here O1 is a representative of an object group
C_LINK. STRAIN_LIMIT: reserved words
mode: PERCENT [ABSOLUTE
value: Strain limit [cm-g-us]-system

DescriptionThe yield point is the place where the failure of the material occurs. We 
usually use the parameter 'PERCENT' in this instruction and specify the yield 
point as a percentage of the relative strain.

Elongation: = DL/L0
Elongation in percent: 100 * DL/L0

In contrast, the absolute proof stress (parameter ABSOLUTE) is an extension 
in [cm].

Action on overload

SyntaxSET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, OVERLOAD_ACTION, action)

O1: Object reference.  Here, O1 is a representative of an object group
C_LINK. OVERLOAD_ACTION: reserved words
action: {NOACTION || BREAKUP || COLORING || SIGNAL}

DescriptionIn case a break occurs during a simulation, the user can pre-programme the 
resulting action as a consequence of this overload. Only with the 'BREAKUP' 
parameter does a break actually occur. The other actions serve more to 
symbolically inform the user of the occurrence of a break, either by a sound 
or by colouring the relevant link with red.
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Unrestricted stretch

Syntax SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, UNLIMITED, bool)

O1: Object reference.  Here O1 is a representative of an object group
C_LINK. UNLIMITED: reserved words
bool: {TRUE || FALSE}

Description If this instruction is applied to the referenced object group with the 
parameter 'TRUE', then an impending material fracture is ignored. The last 
phase of the stress-strain diagram is continued linearly as if nothing had 
happened. So in this case, the system uses the entire stress-strain curve as 
defined with all parameters, but simply ignores the impending fracture. The 
exact definition of the material model is therefore not superfluous.

Function parameters

FIGURE 7. Dialog ‘Edit Material (Stress/Strain-Function)’

Another group of material models cannot be described with the standard 
values of the last chapter. They have their own functions for describing the 
stress-strain dependence. An example of such a function is the 'Johnson-
Cook function' which is written in the dialogue. This function is suitable for 
large sustained forces. 

For each implemented material function, no matter how it is mathematically 
constructed, there are ultimately up to 9 parameters available with which the 
user can specify the function in question, analogous to what was described 
above with the Johnson-Cook function. With the following instruction, a so-
called 'set' of parameters can be stored. This gives the user the possibility to 
store a separate set of Johnson-Cook parameters for each material used, 
even for the same material function (e.g. Johnson-Cook). When the user 
later retrieves a material model for a link, he also selects the desired set of 
parameters in addition to the actual material function.
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SyntaxSET VALUE (MATERIAL_PARAM, Index, A, B, C, D, E, F, n1, n2, n3)

MATERIAL_PARAM: reserved word
Index: 'Set' number
A, B, C, D, E, F, n1, n2, n3: Parameters to be set (floating point values)
Parameters (A...F, n1...n3) which you do not use for the selected model are simply set to zero.

Comparative stress hypothesis (yield 
model)

SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, YIELD_MODEL, modelNr)

modelNr has the following numerical values {1..7}:
1 : Rankine Maximum Principal Stress Theory
2 : St.Venant Maximum Principal Strain Theory
3 : Tresca Maximum Shear Stress Theory
4 : Beltrami Haigh Total Strain Energy Theory
5 : Von Mises Distortion Energy Theory
6 : Mohr Coulomb yield criterion
7 : Drucker Prager yield criterion

Parameter 1 (Rankine) is used as the default model. For pure tensile load, 
this model provides good approximate values.
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Control systems

We differentiate between the following control systems in the sonar software 
and also orient ourselves on the corresponding programme dialogues which 
we use for comparison. Some control systems are only available as dialogue 
in sonar-SIM, but with sonar-script they can already be generated in sonar-
LAB.

Control systems • Point curves
- simple point curve
- external point curve (file)

• Automatic control system
• Control system with formulas
• Linear function of time
• Condition for simulation stop
• Limitation of the speed of a certain object
• sonar script control system

Point curve

Point curves are sequences of points (x,y) in a Cartesian coordinate system 
that are connected by lines and describe a functional dependency. For both 
the x- and the y-axis of this curve, the user can select a variable from a 
limited range. Two methods are available to define point curves. A simple 
curve with few data points can be specified directly together with the 
associated points, while curves with many data points are prepared in an 
external file and loaded with the second of the two instructions below. 
Compare the two dialogues:

sonar_LAB / Menu / Functions / New Point Curve...
sonar_LAB / Menu / Functions / New External Point Curve...

Syntax CREATE POINT_CURVE(O1, SIMPLE, varX, varY, wx, wy, wz, mode,
                   activation, nPoints, x1, y1, ... , xn, yn)

O1: Object reference. Reference object which is controlled by the curve.
SIMPLE: reserved word
varX, varY: Identifiers of the two variables for the X- and Y-axis (reserved words)
wx, wy, wz: vector = direction of action in space
mode: What to do when the end of the point curve is reached: 0: stop; 1: repeat periodically
activation: Activation of the curve = Boolean value {TRUE, FALSE}
nPoints: Number of points in the point curve (integer)
x1, y1, ... , xn, yn: Cartesian coordinates of the points (nPoints in number)

Description The instruction creates a new simple point curve and provides all necessary 
information, including the points themselves, in a single instruction.

Syntax CREATE POINT_CURVE(O1, FILENAME, "filename", varX, varY, wx, wy,
                   wz, mode, activation)
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O1: Object reference. Reference object which is controlled by the curve.
FILENAME: reserved word
"filename": the complete file path of the data file with the data points
varX, varY: identifiers of the two variables for the X- and Y-axis (reserved words)
wx, wy, wz: vector = direction of action in space
mode: What to do when the end of the point curve is reached: 0: stop; 1: repeat periodically
activation: Activation of the curve = Boolean value {TRUE, FALSE}

DescriptionInstead of writing the point pairs explicitly, the complete file name of a file 
containing the points is written. In the following example, the entire 
instruction is to be written on a single line.

ExampleCREATE POINT_CURVE(O3, FILENAME,
"C:\sonar Import\Moment_Wave.txt", 
TIME, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, 0, 0, -1, 1, FALSE)

The example creates a new point curve in the form of a torque as a function 
of time which acts on object 'O3'. The direction of action is the clockwise Z-
axis and the control system remains switched off for the time being. If the 
end of the curve is reached during the simulation, the curve starts again 
from the beginning.

Automatic control system

SyntaxCREATE CONTROLSYSTEM_AUTO (o1,v1,c1,vl1,vl2, o2,v2,c2,vl3,vl4, a)

Driven system (driven object):
O1: Object reference. Reference object which is controlled by the curve.
v1: variable (reserved word)
c1: component (reserved word)
v11: nominal value, target value, set value
v12: current value

Reference object, driving object, driving system (driving object): 
O2: Reference object. Reference object from which values are tapped.
v2: variable (reserved word)
c2: component (reserved word)
v13: start value
v14: current value
a: activation (Boolean value {TRUE, FALSE})

DescriptionAn automatic control system of this form has a certain flexibility in its mode 
of operation because it permanently compares its actual state with the 
desired target state and uses its effect specifically to achieve the target 
state. Consequently, the control system switches itself on and off 
automatically and can also change its direction of action if necessary. In 
principle, the control system consists of a driven object on which, for 
example, a torque acts and a reference object which decides whether and in 
which direction the torque should act by using its own state or its own 
variable as a reference to make this decision. The object references 'O1' and 
'O2' may also be the same. 

The object in question would then say, for example, in the context of the 
control system, "if my own speed deviates from the desired setpoint, then I 
let a torque act on me". But it could also say: "If the torque of another object 
deviates from the target value, then a torque should act on me".

See also the dialogue 'Automatic Control Systems' in 'sonar-Sim'.
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Constraint movement

CREATE CONTROLSYSTEM_CM(o1, x1,y1,z1,t1, x2,y2,z2,t2, 
                        active, stop, mode)

O1: Object reference. Forcibly moved object.
x1,y1,z1: Start position of the object at time t1
x2,y2,z2: End position of the object at time t2
active: true || false
stop: stop when reaching the end position (true || false)
mode: parameter {0, 1} 0: no further instructions; 1: ignore all endposition information and take 
the actual position of object o1 and the actual time for t1.

Description The function transfers the referenced object o1 from its current or given 
initial position in time [t1...t2] to the end position. During this process, the 
current position is continuously calculated by linear interpolation during the 
simulation.

Pik = P1k + ((Tik-T1k)/(T2k-T1k))*(P2k-P1k) (EQ 1)

Pi : position; P1: start; P2: end
T : Time; T1: start; T2: end
i : Calculation cycle 
k : Coordinate x, y, z
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Superior properties

Create gravitational field

SyntaxCREATE FIELD (GRAVITATION, nx, ny, nz, b)

GRAVITATION: reserved word
nx, ny, nz: direction vector of the gravitational field in Cartesian coordinates
b: gravitational acceleration

DescriptionThe instruction creates a constant and isotropic gravitational field with a 
defined direction of action. The field is therefore suitable for all models from 
laboratory scale to large scale and is the standard gravitational field in sonar. 
Normally, the gravitational vector in the models acts vertically downwards, 
but one also has the freedom to define rotated models by having this vector 
point in a different direction. When models are set up in astronomical 
dimensions, this gravitational field is no longer suitable and the use of central 
gravitational fields is necessary. The following instruction creates a 
laboratory scale gravitational field as it will be used for most users. The 
direction vector points in the minus-y direction, i.e. vertically downwards on 
the screen, and its value corresponds to a mean value of the acceleration due 
to gravity, given in the [cm-g-µs] system.

ExampleCREATE FIELD(GRAVITATION, 0.0, -1.0, 0.0, 9.81E-10)

Switching global states on/off

In this section we set the state of parent boolean variables which do not refer 
to objects or groups of objects, but to the whole model as a whole.

SyntaxSET STATE (FRICTION, bool)
SET STATE (GRAVITATION, bool)

FRICTION, gravitation, : reserved words
bool: Boolean value. {ON, OFF}. {TRUE, FALSE} can also be used.

DescriptionThe instruction switches a global state in the model on or off. In this way, the 
instructions are so-called 'main switches' for the state in question. If, for 
example, friction is switched off with the first statement, this means that 
basically no more friction is calculated, no matter what kind and between 
which objects it may be set. By default, the properties are switched off.

SyntaxDESELECT ALL

DescriptionAll selections, regardless of the object types and the composition of the 
elements, are deactivated. Afterwards, there is nothing more that would be 
selected. This statement is used very often in 'sonar script' to ensure that the 
old selections are deleted between the individual actions. The statement 
'DESELECT ALL' corresponds in principle to a mouse click into the empty 
space in a view of the model.
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Set global values

Syntax SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_DYNAMIC = double)
SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_STATIC = double)
SET VALUE (TIMESTEP_MAX = double)

reserved words :
C_FRICTION_DYNAMIC: Coefficient of sliding friction
C_FRICTION_STATIC: Coefficient of static friction
TIMESTEP_MAX: maximum permissible time step during simulation

Description These instructions are used to set general model-specific variables. The 
global variables concerned are assigned certain new numerical values by the 
instructions, which remain valid until something else is defined, if necessary. 
The friction values only concern the general global values, i.e. for objects for 
which no further uni- or bilateral friction values have been defined. The 
variable 'TIMESTEP_MAX' sets an upper bound for the time step. In the case 
of automatic control of the time step, this can also remain smaller if the 
automatic system deems this necessary. 
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Semi-finished products

Rope (block model)

SyntaxCREATE CABLE BLOCKMODEL (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2,
                         n0, w0, ro, CTR120, Kc, Kr, C1, C2)
CREATE CABLE BLOCKMODEL (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2,
                         n0, w0, ro, K1, K2, K3, C1, C2)
x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2: Cartesian coordinates of the end points of the rope
n0: number of elements along the rope
w0: wire diameter
ro: average material density of the rope related to the outer diameter
K1, K2, K3: Link constants with respect to elongation, bending, torsion (outdated)
Kc: centre link, Kr: radial links (default)
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constants 

DescriptionA block model of a rope is a simplification. In this model, the rope does not 
consist of inner strands and wires from which the rope is built up and which 
are modelled in turn, but one simplifies the entire rope structure to an 
average homogeneous mass with the given outer diameter of the rope. In 
this model, the rope consists of a chain of cylinders that are elastically 
connected to each other. However, care is taken to ensure that the rope as a 
whole still corresponds to the real physical properties. For this purpose, the 
choice of the different stiffnesses is left to the user, who can set them 
explicitly (K1, K2, K3) or (Kc, Kr). Approximately, the user sets these 
parameters according to the following considerations:

Normally K1 or Kc is the most important parameter and the longitudinal 
stiffness is set in such a way that it corresponds to the sum of the stiffnesses 
of the individual wires. The bending stiffness is already more difficult to 
estimate. A value of 1.5 times the sum of the bending stiffnesses of the 
individual wires could be a rough approximation. The factor of 1.5 brings the 
friction under the wires into play in this way. If you want to know more 
precisely, a test is probably in order where you let a piece of a sample rope 
protrude over the edge of a table and measure the sag. You may have to put 
additional load on the rope at the end to get a measurable value.  Then you 
can simulate the whole thing identically in a test model in sonar. In the 
simulation you finally change the bending stiffness of the rope model until 
there is agreement.

The stiffness for the stretching, bending and torsion of a single wire is 
calculated as follows:

Stretching : K1 = E * Ae / eL (EQ 2)

Bending : K2 =  * d4 * E / (64 * eL) (EQ 3)

Torsion : K3 =  * d4 * G *  / (32 * eL) (EQ 4)

E: emodulus
G: shear or sliding modulus
d: Wire diameter

Ae: Wire cross-sectional area = d2 *  / 4
eL: element length = length of the individual cylinders from which the wire is built up.
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One has to take care that these calculations are consistently carried out in 
the so-called [cm-g-µs]-system and that the result values are inserted in this 
form into the instruction for generating the block model.

Ropes of this type are well suited for the simulation of entire installations 
that use ropes, such as cable and gondola lifts, lifts and conveyors, 
protective installations, etc. Wherever the internal structure is not the focus 
of attention, but the macroscopic behaviour is of interest, these rope models 
are well suited for simulations. 

Flexible wire, wire spring

Syntax CREATE WIRE_LINE (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2,
                  n0, w0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)

x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2: Cartesian coordinates of the end points of the rope
n0: number of elements along the wire
w0: wire diameter
ro: material density
E, G: emodulus, slip modulus and shear modulus respectively
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constants
mode: CTR120 (default), EXCL120, (NBT outdated). 

Description Similar to the block model for a rope, a chain of cylinders is 'de facto' 
modelled here, which are elastically connected to each other. In this 
instruction, however, the user does not specify stiffnesses for a particular 
link, but has the choice of which link type to use. He determines the stiffness 
of the wire by specifying the emodulus and the slip modulus. Provided that 
the same parameters are set with this instruction as in the instructions for 
creating a block model above, the model created ends up with the same 
result as if the block model had been used for ropes. Also with this 
instruction the so-called CTR120 link combination is used by default, which is 
best suited for wires.  Wires with CTR120 links are numerically more stable 
than NBT links. With CTR-120 links, a wire can also be plastically deformed in 
a simulation. And not only longitudinally but also in terms of bending.

Flexible wire ring

Syntax CREATE WIRE_RING (R, w0, n0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)

R: average diameter of the wire ring
w0: wire diameter
n0: number of elements along the ring
ro: material density
E, G: emodulus, slip modulus and shear modulus, respectively
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constants
mode: CTR120 (default), EXCL120, (NBT outdated). 

Everything that was said for the flexible wire also applies to the wire ring. For 
the parameter n0, 32 is a good value. Less than 12 should not be used for 
the number of objects. If you want to hang wire rings on each other, they 
must be set at an angle to each other after creation so that their volumes do 
not penetrate each other but at best touch externally.
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Leaf spring

SyntaxCREATE SPRING (LEAF, STANDARD, dL, dw, dh, 
               n0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)

LEAF, STANDARD: reserved words
dL, dw, dh: length, width and thickness of the leaf spring
n0: number of cuboid elements along the leaf spring
ro: material density
E, G: emodulus, sliding and shear modulus, respectively
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constants
mode: NNB, NNNN

DescriptionA so-called standard leaf spring with a rectangular cross-section is created. 
The spring is provided along the Z-axis with one of the two end points (cross-
section centre) at the origin. The spring can then be rotated and moved to its 
final position using the usual motion functions for groups. The spring is in an 
unbent state when it is created. If a bent spring is required as the starting 
point in a model, it must be brought into the desired position separately with 
an auxiliary simulation (external force). It would be best to carry out this 
process with the spring in question alone in a separate model and finally 
insert the ready-to-install spring into the target model using 'Merge'.

physical. Tension or compression spring

Syntax
Tension spring

CREATE SPRING (HELICAL, TENSION, STANDARD, 
               D1, L0, Ln, d, ro, wd, C1, C2, F0, Fn)

Syntax
Compression spring

CREATE SPRING (HELICAL, COMPRESSION, STANDARD, 
               D1, L0, Ln, d, ro, wd, C1, C2, F0, Fn)

HELICAL, TENSION, COMPRESSION, STANDARD: reserved words
D1: spring diameter (measured across the centre of the wire)
L0, Ln: the zero length and the tensioned length according to the spring data sheet
d: wire diameter
ro: material density
wd: number of effective coils
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constant
F0, Fn: Forces at L0 and Ln according to the spring data sheet.

The instructions construct complete physical coil springs with standard 
eyelets at the ends, which are suitable for holding the springs by means of 
bolts. The springs are constructed with torus segments and cylinders. The 
springs produced are automatically given their own group number. With this 
number, certain properties of the spring can be changed. Thus, the spring 
gets the interaction type 'PASSIVE' by default, which means something like: 
The spring can interact with other objects (e.g. with the suspension bolt), but 
the wire coils do not collide with each other. This meets most needs. If you 
want to change this, simply set the group to 'ACTIVE'.

Of course, instead applying these ready to use springs, the user is able to 
create his own spring geometries at any time by means of the macro 
language sonar script. It is even possible to change a spring created with this 
function manually or with a macro, e.g. by replacing the spring eye with a 
different geometry.
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Flexible tube

Syntax CREATE TUBE_LINE (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2,
                  n0, da, di, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)

x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2: Cartesian coordinates of the end points of the tube
n0: number of elements along the tube
da, di: pipe outer and inner diameter
ro: material density
E, G: emodulus, slip modulus and shear modulus, respectively
C1, C2: linear and quadratic interaction constants
mode: CTR120, EXCL120, (NBT outdated)

Description The procedure is completely analogous to the formation of a wire. The only 
difference is that cylinders with holes (tubular elements) are used instead of 
solid cylinders. This also implies certain limitations to which this tube model 
will subsequently be subjected. Because the flexible tube is made of rigid 
tube elements, it can be bent, but the tube cannot collapse. The pipe will 
retain its round shape even under overload and will plastically deform or 
break apart between the pipe elements if necessary. If a collapsing tube is to 
be modelled, it must be constructed with so-called tube segments. Tubes 
tend to collapse when the wall thickness is very small in relation to the tube 
diameter.

Shackle

Syntax CREATE SHACKLE (SCREW_PIN_ANCHOR, nominal_size)

SCREW_PIN_ANCHOR: reserved word
nominal_size: an existing standard size as decimal value (e.g. 7/8" = 0.875)
The following sizes are available: {0.25, 0.3125, 0.375, 0.4375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.0, 
1.125, 1.25, 1.375, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5}

All parts of the created shackle have a common group number. The shackle is 
in the origin for the time being. The shackle may belong to certain sonar 3D 
modules and is only available to them.
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Troubleshooting

Problem: Objects are not 
positioned as expected by 
macro?

A frequent error occurs in connection with a continued positioning of created 
objects by means of selection and subsequent translation. In such macro 
scripts, one often forgets to cancel the selection after each operation, so that 
the newly created objects are continuously added to an existing selection, 
the selection thus becomes larger and larger and the old objects are also 
continuously moved.

Beispiel (False)CREATE OBJECT (O1, ...
DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1, INPLACE)
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - 1)
TRANSLATE OBJECT (SELECTION, RELATIVE, ...
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT)
TRANSLATE OBJECT (SELECTION, RELATIVE, ...

Beispiel (True)CREATE OBJECT (O1, ...
DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1, INPLACE)
DESELECT ALL
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - 1)
TRANSLATE OBJECT (SELECTION, RELATIVE, ...
DESELECT ALL
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT)
TRANSLATE OBJECT (SELECTION, RELATIVE, ...
DESELECT ALL
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Overview 'Macro Language' in 
alphabetical order

Remark some of the following instructions (lowercase) are only available in special 
modules to sonar_LAB.

ATTACH OBJECT (SELECTION, TRUE || FALSE) 
ATTACH OBJECTGROUP (oNr, LAST_GROUP_NR, x, y, z, x2, y2, z2, kc)
ATTACH OBJGRP_OBJGRP (oNr1, oNr2, mode)  
BEGIN SCRIPT scriptname || BEGIN MACRO scriptname
CLEAR ALL
CLEAR ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION)
CLEAR OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION)
CONCATENATE ELEMENTS (E1, RING, x0, y0, n)
create braid (
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, D, nW, nE, d, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx,  
   matIndex)
create braid_Litze (
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, D, nL, SL0, SR0, 
   d0,n0,e0,
   d1,n1,e1,
   d2,n2,e2,
   d3,n3,e3,
   d, ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, 
   matIndex)
create cable ( 
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2,
   SL_L0, SR_L0, n0_L0, e0_L0, d0_L0,
                 n1_L0, e1_L0, d1_L0,
                 n2_L0, e2_L0, d2_L0,
                 n3_L0, e3_L0, d3_L0,
   SL_L1, SR_L1, n0_L1, e0_L1, d0_L1,
                 n1_L1, e1_L1, d1_L1,
                 n2_L1, e2_L1, d2_L1,
                 n3_L1, e3_L1, d3_L1,
   SL_L2, SR_L2, n0_L2, e0_L2, d0_L2,
                 n1_L2, e1_L2, d1_L2,
                 n2_L2, e2_L2, d2_L2,
                 n3_L2, e3_L2, d3_L2,
   SL_S1, SR_S1, nS1, H_diam_S1, 
   SL_S2, SR_S2, nS2, H_diam_S2,
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx,  
   matIndex)
CREATE CABLE_BLOCKMODEL (
   x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, 
   n0, wd0,
   ro, K1, K2, K3, C1, C2)
create chain ( 
   typeNr,e1,nK,nA,o1,o2,o3,o4,nB,o5,o6,o7,o8,b1,b2,S,C1,C2)
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CREATE CLUSTER (PARTICLE_SPHERE, DENSE || CUBIC, 
   x0, y0, z0, nx, ny, nz, R1, R2)
CREATE CONTOUR_LINE_ARC(C1, E1 || SELECTION)
CREATE CONTROLSYSTEM_AUTO(o1,v1,c1,vl1,vl2, o2,v2,c2,vl3,vl4,dr)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, ARC, x0,y0,z0, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, orient)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, CIRCLE, cx, cy, cz, nx, ny, nz, R)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, LINE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POINT, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYGON,  n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYLINE,  n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, QUAD_STRIP, n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE FIBRE   (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, n0, d0, ro, E, G, C1, C2)
CREATE FIELD(Gravitation, nx, ny, nz, b)
CREATE FIXPOINT (F1, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE FIXPOINT (F1, SELECTION)
CREATE IACT_RULE(O1, O2, bool)
CREATE IACT_RULE(O1, O2, bool, mode1, mode2)
CREATE IACT_RULE(SELECTION, bool, mode1, mode2)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, O2, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL || BENDING || TORSION, O1, O2, x0,y0,z0)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, F1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL || BENDING || TORSION, SELECTION)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1, O1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, CTR120, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, CTR120, O1, O2)
CREATE LINK (K1, U_BREMSE, O1, O2, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CONE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, r, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CONE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, r1, r2)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CUBOID, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, dx, dy, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CUBOID, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2) 
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CYLINDER, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CYLINDER, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PARTICLE_SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PLANE, nx0, ny0, nz0, nx1, ny1, nz1)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM, E1, EXTRUSION, dz) -- convex only
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM_LINE_ARC, E1 || SELECTION, EXTRUSION,dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM_QUAD_STRIP, E1, EXTRUSION, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TORUS, R, r) -- in nullpos.
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TORUS_SEGMENT, R, r, phi) -- phi:[°]
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, Ra, Ri, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE_SEGMENT, x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,Ra,Ri,phi,ws)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE_SURFACE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)
CREATE POINT_CURVE (
   O1, SIMPLE, varX, varY, wx, wy, wz, mode, activation, nPoints, 
   x1, y1, ... , xn, yn)
CREATE POINT_CURVE (O1, FILENAME, “filename”, varX, varY, wx, wy, 
   wz, mode, activation)
create profile (TYPE_STRIPES, nStripes, nSections,r o, E, G, 
   C1, C2, colIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, matIndex,
   x11, y11, z11, x12, y12, z12,
   ...
   x91, y91, z91, x92, y92, z92,
   Lz1, n1, ..., Lz9, n9,
   nLinks,
   k1x, k1y, ..., k18x, k18y)
CREATE PROFILE (TYPE_SHEET_METAL, d, L, nE, nL, ro, E)
CREATE PROFILE (TYPE_UNIFORM_PLATE, x1, x1, z1, x2, y2, z2,
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   nx, ny, nz, ro, E, G, C1, C2, colIdx, 
   iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, matIndex)
CREATE SPRING (HELICAL, TENSION, STANDARD, D1, L0, Ln, d, ro, wd, 
   C1, C2, F0, Fn)
CREATE SPRING (LEAF, STANDARD, dL, dw, dh, n0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, 
   mode)
create strand (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   n0, d0, e0, n1, d1, e1, n2, d2, e2, 
   SL, SR, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2)
create strand_complex (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, SR, n0, e0_SL, wd0, 
   n1, e1_SL, wd1, D1, phi1, 
   n2, e2_SL, wd2, D2, phi2, 
   n3, e3_SL, wd3, D3, phi3, 
   n4, e4_SL, wd4, D4, phi4, 
   n5, e5_SL, wd5, D5, phi5, 
   n6, e6_SL, wd6, D6, phi6, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, 
   matIndex)
CREATE TUBE_LINE (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   n0, da, di, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)
CREATE WIRE_HELIX (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, SR, e0_SL, wd0, D, phi,
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, DEFAULT || EXCL120)
CREATE WIRE_LINE(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   n0, wd0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)
CREATE WIRE_RING (R, r, n, ro, E, G, C1, C2, 
   DEFAULT || EXCL120 || CTR120)
DATA (xi, yi, zi, xj, yj, zj, ... , xn, yn, zn)
deform grid (G1, ALIGNED, Y, double, double)
DESELECT ALL
DO IF (boolean condition)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION || ALL, INPLACE || bool)
enhance resolution (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, eL, E, G) ..,eMode,aMode)
EXPORT GRID (SELECTION, FILENAME, “filename”)
FIND OBJECT (O1, x0, y0, z0)
fragment object (O1, CUBOID, dx, dy, dz, minSize)
GROUP ELEMENTS (SELECTION)
GROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)
IMPORT COLLECTION_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "filename")
IMPORT CONTOUR_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "filename")
IMPORT GRID (O1, FILENAME, "filename", typeNr)
IMPORT POLYLINE (E1, FILENAME, "filename")
join objectgroup (O1, Emodul)
join objectsupergrooup (O1, Emodul)
LOOP FOR (K, i1, i2, step)
MOVE ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION, MOVE_MATRIX, O1 || SELECTION)
MOVE OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, x0, y0, z0, 
   wx, wy, wz)
reset angle (ALL)
reset f_ext (ALL)
REVOLVE ELEMENT (G1, SELECTION, GRID_ROT_CONTOUR, w1, w2, nNodes)
REVOLVE SECTION (O1, SELECTION)
ROTATE GRID (G1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECT (O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
SELECT CONTOUR (C1)
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SELECT ELEMENT (E1)
SELECT FIXPOINT (F1)
SELECT LINK (K1)
SELECT LINK (x0, y0, z0)
SELECT OBJECT (ALL)
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - n)
SELECT OBJECT (O1) || SELECT MICROBE(O1)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, ALL, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (RECT, XY, x1, x2, y1, y2)
SELECT OBJECT (SPACE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_STD, index)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, vAbs)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, BENDING, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, BENDING, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, DENSITY, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, GLUE, c, RMax, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, VISCOSITY, C, N, T, cA, cD, dMax, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool,
   ALL || FIRST_LAST)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_STD, nr) 
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRAIN_LIMIT,
   PERCENT || ABSOLUTE, double
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_CALC, mode, value, fac)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_ULTIMATE, mode,value,fac)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, UNLIMITED, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, OVERLOAD_ACTION, action)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL, modelNr)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, CTR120, K_ctr, K_r)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,..})
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, YIELD_MODEL, modelNr)
SET POINT (G1, ix, iy, X || Y || Z, double)
SET POINT (G1, ix, iy, x, y, z)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_CYCLE_CALC_PERIOD, int)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_ACTIVE, bool)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_MSG, bool)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_VALUE, double)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_OBJSIZE_SECURITY_FAC, double)
SET PROPERTY(E1, NORMALVECTOR, x1, y1, z1)
SET PROPERTY(E1, NORMALDIRECTION, 1)
SET PROPERTY(E1, INUSE, bool)
SET PROPERTY(K1, ANGLE, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, C_DAMPING, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, C_LINK, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, MOMENT_FRICTION, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, BEVEL, ROUND || FACET, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
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SET PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_STD, nr) 
SET PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT, x1, y1, z1, bool) 
SET PROPERTY(O1, DENSITY, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, END_OF_WIRE, bool);
SET PROPERTY(O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, GLUE, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_DIRECTION, RADIAL_ONLY || AXIAL_ONLY || 
   ALL_DIRECTIONS)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,NO_INTERACTION})
SET PROPERTY(O1, LONG_CONTOUR_OBJECT, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MASS, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, nx, ny, nz, F)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, Ix, Iy, Iz)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, FACTOR, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, NAME, “objectname”)
SET PROPERTY(O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY(O1, TRANSPARENCY, integer)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VISCOSITY, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VISIBILITY, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, WIREFRAME, bool)
SET STATE (BENDING_STRENGTH, ON || OFF, SUPERGROUP_NR, 
   LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET STATE (FRICTION, ON || OFF)
SET STATE (GLUE, ON || OFF)
SET STATE (VISCOSITY, ON || OFF)
SET VALUE (CABLE_CORRECTIONS, HELIX, sNr, wNr, double)
SET VALUE (CABLE_CORRECTIONS, ANGLE, sNr, bool)
SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_DYNAMIC = double)
SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_STATIC = double)
SET VALUE (C_GLUE = double)
SET VALUE (C_LINK = double, linktype, OBJECTNAME, “objectname”)
SET VALUE (E_MODUL= double, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)
SET VALUE (BENDING_STRENGTH = double, SUPERGROUP_NR, 
   LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)
SET VALUE (C_VISCOSITY = double)
SET VALUE (MATERIAL_PARAM, Index, A, B, C, D, E, F, n1, n2, n3)
SET VALUE (MODEL_SCALE, SCREEN_WORLD = value, REAL_WORLD = value
SET VALUE (MODEL_SIZE_FAC_OPENGL = double)
SET VALUE (NEW_GROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (O1 = SELECTION)
SET VALUE (TIMESTEP_MAX = double)
SET VALUE (VISCOSITY_RANGE = double) 
sweep crosssection (O1, SELECTION, POLYLINE, CIRCLE, R)
sweep crosssection (O1, SELECTION, LINE_ARC, CIRCLE, R)
TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, CONTOUR)
TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, LINE_SEGMENTS, dL)
TRANSLATE GRID (G1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECT(O1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx, dy, dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx, dy, dz)
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TWIST OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION, Tx, Ty, Tz, dz)
UNGROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)
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Overview Macro Language by 
Function Groups

Raw Data

Import raw data IMPORT COLLECTION_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "filename")
IMPORT CONTOUR_LINE_ARC (E1, FILENAME, "filename")
IMPORT GRID (O1, FILENAME, "filename", typeNr)
IMPORT POLYLINE (E1, FILENAME, "filename")

Create raw data CREATE ELEMENT (E1, ARC, x0,y0,z0, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, orient)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, CIRCLE, cx, cy, cz, nx, ny, nz, R)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, LINE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POINT, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYGON,  n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYLINE,  n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, QUAD_STRIP, n); DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)
DATA (xi, yi, zi, xj, yj, zj, ... , xn, yn, zn)
CREATE CONTOUR_LINE_ARC(C1, E1 || SELECTION)

Grid functions DEFORM GRID (G1, ALIGNED, Y, double, double)
EXPORT GRID (SELECTION, FILENAME, “filename”)
REVOLVE ELEMENT (G1, SELECTION, GRID_ROT_CONTOUR, w1, w2, nNodes)
ROTATE GRID (G1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
SET POINT (G1, ix, iy, X || Y || Z, double)
SET POINT (G1, ix, iy, x, y, z)

Properties raw data SET PROPERTY(E1, NORMALVECTOR, x1, y1, z1)
SET PROPERTY(E1, NORMALDIRECTION, 1)
SET PROPERTY(E1, INUSE, bool)

maanage raw data CLEAR ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION)
CONCATENATE ELEMENTS (E1, RING, x0, y0, n)
GROUP ELEMENTS (SELECTION)
GROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)
SELECT CONTOUR (C1)
SELECT ELEMENT (E1)
TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, CONTOUR)
TRANSFORM ELEMENTS (E1, LINE_SEGMENTS, dL)
UNGROUP ELEMENTS (ALL)

move raw data MOVE ELEMENT (E1 || SELECTION, MOVE_MATRIX, O1 || SELECTION)
TRANSLATE GRID (G1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

Primitives

Create primitives CREATE OBJECT (O1, CONE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, r, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CONE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, r1, r2)
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CREATE OBJECT (O1, CUBOID, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, dx, dy, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CUBOID, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CYLINDER, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, CYLINDER, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PARTICLE_SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PLANE, nx0, ny0, nz0, nx1, ny1, nz1)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM, E1, EXTRUSION, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM_LINE_ARC, E1 || SELECTION, EXTRUSION,dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, PRISM_QUAD_STRIP, E1, EXTRUSION, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, SPHERE, x0, y0, z0, R)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TORUS, R, r)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TORUS_SEGMENT, R, r, phi)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, Ra, Ri, dz)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE_SEGMENT, x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,Ra,Ri,phi,ws)
CREATE OBJECT (O1, TUBE_SURFACE, x0, y0, z0, wx, wy, wz, R, dz)

Create fixpointsCREATE FIXPOINT (F1, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE FIXPOINT (F1, SELECTION)

Special objectsREVOLVE SECTION (O1, SELECTION)
TWIST OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION, Tx, Ty, Tz, dz)

Attach primitivesATTACH OBJECT (SELECTION, bool) 
ATTACH OBJECTGROUP (oNr, LAST_GROUP_NR, x, y, z, x2, y2, z2, kc)
ATTACH OBJGRP_OBJGRP (oNr1, oNr2, mode)

Manage primitivesCLEAR OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION)
DUPLICATE OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION || ALL, INPLACE || bool)
reset angle (ALL)
reset f_ext (ALL)

select primitivesSELECT OBJECT (ALL)
SELECT OBJECT (LAST_OBJECT - n)
SELECT OBJECT (O1) || SELECT MICROBE(O1)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (POINT, ALL, x1, y1, z1)
SELECT OBJECT (RECT, XY, x1, x2, y1, y2)
SELECT OBJECT (SPACE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_STD, index)
SELECT OBJECT (COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SELECT FIXPOINT (F1)

Set primitive propertiesCREATE IACT_RULE(O1, O2, bool)
CREATE IACT_RULE(O1, O2, bool, mode1, mode2)
CREATE IACT_RULE(SELECTION, bool, mode1, mode2)
SET PROPERTY(O1, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, BEVEL, ROUND || FACET, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_STD, nr) 
SET PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT, x1, y1, z1, bool) 
SET PROPERTY(O1, DENSITY, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, END_OF_WIRE, bool);
SET PROPERTY(O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, GLUE, bool)
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SET PROPERTY(O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_DIRECTION, RADIAL_ONLY || AXIAL_ONLY || 
                 ALL_DIRECTIONS)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_METHOD, ELASTIC, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,NO_INTERACTION})
SET PROPERTY(O1, LONG_CONTOUR_OBJECT, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MASS, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, nx, ny, nz, F)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, Ix, Iy, Iz)
SET PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_INERTIA, FACTOR, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, NAME, “objectname”)
SET PROPERTY(O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET PROPERTY(O1, TRANSPARENCY, integer)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VISCOSITY, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, VISIBILITY, bool)
SET PROPERTY(O1, WIREFRAME, bool)

Move primitives MOVE OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, x0, y0, z0, 
   wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECT (O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
TRANSLATE OBJECT(O1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

Primitive-Gruppen und Clusters

Cables, Ropes CREATE CABLE_BLOCKMODEL (
   x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, 
   n0, wd0,
   ro, K1, K2, K3, C1, C2)

Bendable Tube CREATE TUBE_LINE (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   n0, da, di, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)

Bendable wires CREATE WIRE_LINE(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   n0, wd0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, mode)
CREATE WIRE_RING (R, r, n, ro, E, G, C1, C2, 
   DEFAULT || EXCL120 || CTR120)

Springs CREATE SPRING (HELICAL, TENSION || COMPRESSION, STANDARD, 
   D1, L0, Ln, d, ro, wd, C1, C2, F0, Fn)
CREATE SPRING (LEAF, STANDARD, dL, dw, dh, n0, ro, E, G, C1, C2, 
   mode)

Move objectgroup ROTATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx, dy, dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx, dy, dz)

General functions JOIN OBJECTGROUP (O1, Emodul)
join objectsupergroup (O1, Emodul)

Set objectgroup 
properties

SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, VELOCITY, {X|Y|Z}, vAbs)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, BENDING, double)
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SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_DAMPING, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, BENDING, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, NORMAL, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, TORSION, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, DENSITY, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, GLUE, c, RMax, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, VISCOSITY, C, N, T, cA, cD, dMax, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, ROTATION_LOCKED, X|Y|Z, bool,
   ALL || FIRST_LAST)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_STD, nr) 
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, COLOR_RGB, red, green, blue)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRAIN_LIMIT,
   PERCENT || ABSOLUTE, double
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_CALC, mode, value, fac)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, STRENGTH_ULTIMATE, mode,value,fac)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, UNLIMITED, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, OVERLOAD_ACTION, action)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, MATERIAL_MODEL, modelNr)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_LINK, CTR120, K_ctr, K_r)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_LIN, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, C_INTERACT_QUAD, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, FORCE_EXT, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, INTERACT_MODE, {ACTIVE,PASSIVE,..})
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, SIM_MEMBER, bool)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, YIELD_MODEL, modelNr)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY(O1, MOMENT_FRICTION, double)

Die Zuweisung einer Lagerreibung an mehrere Links geschieht über eine Objekt-Referenz

SET STATE (BENDING_STRENGTH, ON || OFF, SUPERGROUP_NR, 
   LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (E_MODUL= double, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)
SET VALUE (BENDING_STRENGTH = double, SUPERGROUP_NR, 
   LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, f)

Group- and Supergroup Operationen

Create new group numberSET VALUE (NEW_GROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR)

Add individual objects to 
group

SET PROPERTY (O1, GROUP_NR, LAST_GROUP_NR)   (*)
SET PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)

Add groups of objects to 
supergroup

SET GROUP_PROPERTY (O1, SUPERGROUP_NR, LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)  (**)
SET GROUP_PROPERTY (LAST_GROUP_NR, SUPERGROUP_NR,  
                    LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR)
(*) O1 is a specific individual object
(**) O1 is a representative of an objectgroup

Links

Create LinksCREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, O2, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL || BENDING || TORSION, O1, O2, x0,y0,z0)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, O1, F1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL || BENDING || TORSION, SELECTION)
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CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, E1, O1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, AUTOMATIC, CTR120, E1)
CREATE LINK (K1, NORMAL, CTR120, O1, O2) 
CREATE LINK (K1, U_BREMSE, O1, O2, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2)

SELECT LINK (K1)
SELECT LINK (x0, y0, z0)

SET PROPERTY(K1, ANGLE, {X|Y|Z}, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, C_DAMPING, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, C_LINK, double)
SET PROPERTY(K1, MOMENT_FRICTION, double)

Die Zuweisung einer Lagerreibung an einen einzelnen Link geschieht über die Link-Referenz

SET VALUE (C_LINK = double, linktype, OBJECTNAME, “objectname”)

Control Systems

Point curves CREATE POINT_CURVE (
   O1, SIMPLE, varX, varY, wx, wy, wz, mode, activation, nPoints, 
   x1, y1, ... , xn, yn)
CREATE POINT_CURVE (
   O1, FILENAME, “filename”, varX, varY, wx, wy, wz, mode, 
activation)

controlsystems CREATE CONTROLSYSTEM_AUTO(O1,v1,c1,vl1,vl2, O2,v2,c2,vl3,vl4,dr)

Allg. Verwaltungsfunktionen

BEGIN SCRIPT scriptname || BEGIN MACRO scriptname
CLEAR ALL
DESELECT ALL

Globale Eigenschaften

CREATE FIELD(Gravitation, nx, ny, nz, b)
SET STATE (FRICTION, ON || OFF)
SET STATE (GLUE, ON || OFF)
SET STATE (VISCOSITY, ON || OFF)
SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_DYNAMIC = double)
SET VALUE (C_FRICTION_STATIC = double)
SET VALUE (C_GLUE = double)
SET VALUE (C_VISCOSITY = double)
SET VALUE (MATERIAL_PARAM, Index, A, B, C, D, E, F, n1, n2, n3)
SET VALUE (MODEL_SCALE, SCREEN_WORLD = value, REAL_WORLD = value
SET VALUE (MODEL_SIZE_FAC_OPENGL = double)
SET VALUE (NEW_GROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR)
SET VALUE (TIMESTEP_MAX = double)
SET VALUE (VISCOSITY_RANGE = double) 

Simulations-Steuerung

SET PREFERENCE (IACT_CYCLE_CALC_PERIOD, integer)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_ACTIVE, bool)
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SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_MSG, bool)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_VALUE, double)
SET PREFERENCE (IACT_OBJSIZE_SECURITY_FAC, double)

Programm Steuerung

Conditional executionDO IF (boolean condition)
   statementList
END IF

LoopsLOOP FOR (K, i1, i2, step)
   statementList
END FOR

Create an object referenceFIND OBJECT (O1, x0, y0, z0)
SET VALUE (O1 = SELECTION)

Modul Cable

Create BraidCREATE BRAID (
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, D, nW, nE, d, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx,  
   matIndex)

Create Braid of StrandsCREATE BRAID_LITZE (
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, D, nL, SL0, SR0, 
   d0,n0,e0,
   d1,n1,e1,
   d2,n2,e2,
   d3,n3,e3,
   d, ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, 
   matIndex)

Cable, RopeCREATE CABLE ( 
   x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2,
   SL_L0, SR_L0, n0_L0, e0_L0, d0_L0,
                 n1_L0, e1_L0, d1_L0,
                 n2_L0, e2_L0, d2_L0,
                 n3_L0, e3_L0, d3_L0,
   SL_L1, SR_L1, n0_L1, e0_L1, d0_L1,
                 n1_L1, e1_L1, d1_L1,
                 n2_L1, e2_L1, d2_L1,
                 n3_L1, e3_L1, d3_L1,
   SL_L2, SR_L2, n0_L2, e0_L2, d0_L2,
                 n1_L2, e1_L2, d1_L2,
                 n2_L2, e2_L2, d2_L2,
                 n3_L2, e3_L2, d3_L2,
   SL_S1, SR_S1, nS1, H_diam_S1, 
   SL_S2, SR_S2, nS2, H_diam_S2,
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx,  
   matIndex)

StrandCREATE STRAND (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
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   n0, d0, e0, n1, d1, e1, n2, d2, e2, 
   SL, SR, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2)

Comples Strands CREATE STRAND_COMPLEX (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, SR, n0, e0_SL, wd0, 
   n1, e1_SL, wd1, D1, phi1, 
   n2, e2_SL, wd2, D2, phi2, 
   n3, e3_SL, wd3, D3, phi3, 
   n4, e4_SL, wd4, D4, phi4, 
   n5, e5_SL, wd5, D5, phi5, 
   n6, e6_SL, wd6, D6, phi6, 
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, colorIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, 
   matIndex)

Helix of wire CREATE WIRE_HELIX (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 
   SL, SR, e0_SL, wd0, D, phi,
   ro, E, G, C1, C2, DEFAULT || EXCL120)

functions SET VALUE (CABLE_CORRECTIONS, HELIX, sNr, wNr, double)
SET VALUE (CABLE_CORRECTIONS, ANGLE, sNr, bool)

Modul Chain

CREATE CHAIN ( 
   typeNr,e1,nK,nA,o1,o2,o3,o4,nB,o5,o6,o7,o8,b1,b2,S,C1,C2)

Modul Profile

Create profile create profile (TYPE_STRIPES, nStripes, nSections,r o, E, G, 
   C1, C2, colIdx, iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, matIndex,
   x11, y11, z11, x12, y12, z12,
   ...
   x91, y91, z91, x92, y92, z92,
   Lz1, n1, ..., Lz9, n9,
   nLinks,
   k1x, k1y, ..., k18x, k18y)
create profile (TYPE_SHEET_METAL, d, L, nE, nL, ro, E)
create profile (TYPE_UNIFORM_PLATE, x1, x1, z1, x2, y2, z2,
   nx, ny, nz, ro, E, G, C1, C2, colIdx, 
   iActMethodIdx, iActModeIdx, matIndex)
sweep crosssection (O1, SELECTION, POLYLINE, CIRCLE, R)
sweep crosssection (O1, SELECTION, LINE_ARC, CIRCLE, R)

functions enhance resolution (x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, eL, E, G) ..,eMode,aMode)
fragment object (O1, CUBOID, dx, dy, dz, minSize)

Modul Particles

CREATE CLUSTER (PARTICLE_SPHERE, DENSE || CUBIC, x0, y0, z0, nx, 
ny, nz, R1, R2)
CREATE FIBRE   (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, n0, d0, ro, E, G, C1, C2)
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Konstanten

einige sonar script Anweisungen benutzen die Parameter ‘iActMethodIdx’ und 
‘iActModeIdx’. Diese Parameter (integer) haben in Bezug auf die 
Bezeichnungen wie sie in den Dialogen benutzt werden die folgende 
Bedeutung:

iActMethodIdx
(interaction method)

0: CUSTOM
1: EP_100_0
2: EP_90_10
3: EP_75_25     (Elastic 75%, Plastic 25%)
4: EP_50_50
5: EP_25_75
6: EP_10_90
7: EP_0_100

iActModeIdx
(interaction mode)

0: NO_INTERACTION
1: ACTIVE
2: PASSIVE

Boolean valuespositive Werte:     1, TRUE, YES, ON          
negative Werte:   0, FALSE, NO, OFF

Cartesian coordinatesX, Y, Z

identifiers for Link 
combinations

CTR120, EXCL120, NNN, NNNN, NBT, NNB
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Control System Language

Overview

In addition to its use as a macro language, 'sonar script' is also used as a 
control system language for the continuous control of objects during a 
running simulation. If, for example, object (o1) were a rotatable object in the 
centre of gravity, then the following control system would ensure that the 
speed of object 'o1' increases progressively until a certain speed is reached. 
Subsequently, the object would be held at the given target speed in a 
controlled manner.

Example CONTROLSYSTEM speed_control
DO IF (OMG(o1) < 1.0E-5) -- (A)
  SET VALUE (MOMENT_FORCE_EXT.z(o1) = 1.0E-8) -- (B)
END IF
DO IF (OMG(o1) > 1.0E-5)
  SET VALUE (MOMENT_FORCE_EXT.z(o1) = -1.0E-8)
END IF
-- end of control system

This simple example already shows that there are basically two types of 
instructions.

1. There are so-called conditional statements which deliver a Boolean value 
(true/false) as a result and ensure that subsequent statements are only 
executed under certain conditions (A). 

2. And there are so-called assignments which assign a calculated or given 
value to a certain object variable (B).

In the expressions used, all geometric and physical variables of existing 
objects may either be used or recalculated and set.

Grammar

The variety of possible instructions in a control system does not allow the 
sum of all possible instructions to be stated in the closed form as is the case 
with macros. With the existing geometric and physical variables of all 
objects, ultimately an endless number of variants of formulas can be formed. 
Therefore, in the following we give the grammar of the control system 
language in a possible description form. This is the representation of the so-
called Backus Naur form of syntax.

Backus Naur form of 
syntax

Control System Language

<Controlsystem> ::= <Statement> <CR> <Controlsystem> | <NUL>
<CR>            ::= carriage return character (ASCII 13)
<NUL>           ::= end of Controlsystem
<Statement>     ::= <Command> <Qualifier>
<Statement>     ::= <Command> <Qualifier> ( <Assignment> )
<Statement>     ::= <Command> <Qualifier> ( <BoolExpression> )
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<Command>       ::= <Identifier>
<Assignment>    ::= <Variable> = <Expression>
<Expression>    ::= <Term> | ( <Term> +|- <Term> )
<Term>          ::= <Factor> | ( <Factor> *|/ <Factor> )
<Factor>        ::= <Number> | <Variable> | ( <Expression> )
<Factor>        ::= <Function> ( <Expression> )
<BoolExpression>::= <Expression> <Skal.Operand> <Expression>
<BoolExpression ::= <BoolExpression> <Bool.Op.> <BoolExpression>
<Variable>      ::= <Skal.Variable> | <Vect.Variable>
<Skal.Variable> ::= <Identifier> ( <Obj.Variable> )
<Vect.Variable> ::= <Identifier> . <Coord> ( <Obj.Variable> )
<Obj.Variable>  ::= O|K|A|P <Pos.Integer>
<LoopVar>       ::= character
<Const>         ::= <Integer> | <Decimal>
<Coord>         ::= X | Y | Z
<Function>      ::= SIN | COS | TAN | ASIN | ACOS | ATAN | SINH |
                    COSH | TANH | ABS | SQR | SQRT | EXP | LOG | 
                    LOG10 | ODD
<Operation>     ::= + | - | *| /
<Skal.Operand>  ::= < | <= | == | >= | >
<Bool.Operand>  ::= AND | OR | NOT
<Identifier>    ::= list of words
<Qualifier>     ::= list of words
<Number>        ::= <Decimal> | <Integer>
<Decimal>       ::= 123.45678.. | 1.2345678E+02
<Integer>       ::= positiv or negativ integral number
<Pos.Integer>   ::= positiv integral number (1,2,3,..)
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Reserved Words

Command ALARM, ATTACH, BEGIN, CALC, CALCULATE, CHANGE, CLEAR, CLOSE, CONCATENATE, 
CONTROLSYSTEM, COPY, CREATE, CUT, DEFORM, DESELECT, DISTORT, DO, DRAG, 
DUPLICATE, END, ENHANCE, EXECUTE, EXPORT, FIND, FRAGMENT, GROUP, IMPORT, 
JOIN, LOAD, LOOP, MACRO, MIRROR, MOVE, NEW, OPEN, PASTE, QUIT, RESET, RETURN, 
REVOLVE, ROTATE, RUN, SAVE, SCRIPT, SELECT, SET, SIZE, SKEW, START, STEP, STOP, 
STRETCH, SWEEP, TRANSFORM, TRANSLATE, TWIST, UNGROUP

Qualifier ALL, ANGLE, BRAID, BRAID_LITZE, CABLE, CABLE_BLOCKMODEL, CHAIN, CLUSTER, 
COLLECTION_LINE_ARC, CONTOUR, CONTOUR_LINE_ARC, CONTROLSYSTEM_AUTO, 
CROSSSECTION, DIALOG, DIAMETER, ELEMENT, ELEMENTS, FIBRE, FIELD, FILE, 
FIXPOINT, FIXPOINTS, FOR, FORMULA, GRAPHIC, GRID, GROUP_PROPERTY, IACT_RULE, 
IF, LINK, MACRO, MODEL, OBJECT, OBJECTGROUP, OBJECTS, OBJECTSUPERGROUP, 
OBJGRP_OBJGRP, POINT, POINT_CURVE, POLYLINE, POS, POS_X, POS_Y, POSITION, 
PREFERENCE, PROFILE, PROGRAM, PROPERTY, PROPULSION, RADIUS, RECORD, 
RECORDING, RESOLUTION, SECTION, SIMULATION, SPRING, SPRING_SPIRAL, STATE, 
STRAND, STRAND_COMPLEX, SUPERGROUP_PROPERTY, TUBE_LINE, VALUE, WHILE, 
WINDOW, WIRE_HELIX, WIRE_LINE, WIRE_RING

Parameter ABSOLUTE, ACTIVE, ALIGNED, ALL, ANGLE, ANGLE_MAX, ANGLE_MIN, ANGLE_ROTATION, 
ANGULAR_VELOCITY, ARC, ARC2, ARROW, ASK, AUTOMATIC, AUTONOM, AXIAL_ONLY, 
BENDING, BENDING_STRENGTH, BEVEL, BREAK_DRAW_OUT, BREAKUP, BUTTON, C, 
C_DAMPING, C_FRICTION_DYNAMIC, C_FRICTION_STATIC, C_GLUE, C_INTERACT_LIN, 
C_INTERACT_QUAD, C_LINK, C_VISCOSITY, CABLE_CORRECTIONS, CANCEL, CIRCLE, 
CIRCLE, COLOR, COLOR_RGB, COLOR_STD, COLORING, COMPRESSION, CONE, CONE, 
CONSTANT, CONTOUR, CONTROL, CORNER, CREATE_CABLE, CREATE_FIELD, 
CREATE_OBJECT, CREATE_PROPULSION, CROSSING, CTLSYSTEM, 
CTLSYSTEM_COMPLEX, CTLSYSTEM_SIMPLE, CTR120, CUBIC, CUBOID, CYCLE, 
CYLINDER, DATABASE, DECORATIVE, DEFAULT, DELTA, DENSE, DENSITY, DIAMETER, 
DIRECTION, DIRECTION_BUTTON_NEG, DIRECTION_BUTTON_POS, 
DIRECTION_CONTROL, DIRECTION_FUNCTION, DIRECTION_INTERFACE, 
DIRECTION_MAX, DIRECTION_MIN, DISTR_AUTO, DISTR_FUNCTION, 
DISTR_REMOVEMARK, DISTR_SETMARK, DISTR_SHIFTMARK, DISTR_STEPIN, 
DISTR_STEPOUT, DISTR_STOP, DURATION, E_MODUL, EDIT_FIELD, EDIT_LINK, 
EDIT_OBJECT, EDIT_PROPULSION, ELASTIC, END, END_OF_WIRE, ENDPOINT, EXCL120, 
EXTERNAL, EXTRUSION, FACET, FACTOR, FALSE, FILENAME, FIRST_LAST, FORCE, 
FORCE_EXT, FREE, FRICTION, FRICTION_UNILATERAL, FUNCTION, FUNCTIONAL, GEAR, 
GLOBAL, GLUE, GLUE_RANGE_FACTOR, GRAVITATION, GRID_ROT_CONTOUR, 
GROUP_NR, GROUPED, HELICAL, HELIX, HORIZONTAL, IACT_CYCLE_CALC_PERIOD, 
IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_ACTIVE, IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_GRID_ACTIVE, 
IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_GRID_VALUE, IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_MSG, IACT_DEPTH_LIMIT_VALUE, 
IACT_OBJSIZE_SECURITY_FAC, IMPORT_POLYLINE, INPLACE, INTERACT, 
INTERACT_CONTROLPOINT, INTERACT_DIRECTION, INTERACT_MEMBER, 
INTERACT_METHOD, INTERACT_MODE, INTERACT_RULES, INTERACTIVE, INTERFACE, 
INTERNAL, INUSE, JOYSTICK, KEYBOARD, LAST_GROUP_NR, LAST_OBJECT, 
LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, LEAF, LENGTH, LINE, LINE_ARC, LINE_SEGMENTS, LINEAR, 
LINK, LOCAL, LONG_CONTOUR_OBJECT, MASS, MATERIAL, MATERIAL_MODEL, 
MATERIAL_PARAM, MAX, MIDPOINT, MODE, MODEL_SCALE, MODEL_SIZE_FAC_OPENGL, 
MOMENT_BENDING, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, MOMENT_FRICTION, MOMENT_INERTIA, 
MOUSE, MOVE_MATRIX, NAME, NEGATIVE, NEUTRAL, NEW_GROUP_NR, 
NEW_SUPERGROUP_NR, NO, NO_ACTION, NO_INTERACTION, NONE, NORM_DIRECTION, 
NORM_VECTOR, NORMAL, NORMALDIRECTION, NORMALVECTOR, NUMBER_AUTO, 
NUMBER_ELEMENTS, NUMBER_FIX, OBJECTNAME, OFF, OK, ON, OVERLOAD_ACTION, 
PARTICLE_SPHERE, PASSIVE, PERCENT, PI, PLANE, PLASTIC, POINT, POLYGON, 
POLYLINE, POSITION, POSITIVE, PRISM, PRISM_LINE_ARC, PRISM_QUAD_STRIP, 
QUAD_STRIP, RADIAL_ONLY, REAL_WORLD, RECT, RELATIVE, RESTRICTION, RING, 
ROTATION, ROTATION_LOCKED, ROUND, SCREEN_LAYOUT, SCREEN_WORLD, 
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SELECTION, SHAPE, SIGNAL, SIM_MEMBER, SIMPLE, SINGLE, SPACE, SPECIFIC, SPHERE, 
STANDARD, START, STATE, STRAIN_LIMIT, STRENGTH_CALC, STRENGTH_MIN, 
STRENGTH_ULTIMATE, SUPERGROUP_NR, SYMBOL, SYMBOL_LENGTH, T, TENSION, 
THICKNESS, TIME, TIMESTEP_MAX, TORSION, TORUS, TORUS_SEGMENT, 
TORUS_SEGMENT_2, TRANSPARENCY, TRIGGER, TRIGGER_BUTTON, 
TRIGGER_CONTROL, TRIGGER_COUNTER, TRIGGER_DELAY, TRIGGER_FUNCTION, 
TRIGGER_INTERFACE, TRIGGER_MAX, TRIGGER_STATE, TRIGGER_TIME, TRIGGER-
MODE, TRUE, TUBE, TUBE_SEGMENT, TUBE_SURFACE, TYPE, TYPE_SHEET_METAL, 
TYPE_STRIPES, TYPE_UNIFORM_PLATE, U_BREMSE, UNLIMITED, UNUSED, VALUE, 
VALUE_BUTTON_NEG, VALUE_BUTTON_POS, VALUE_CONTROL, VALUE_FORCE, 
VALUE_FUNCTION, VALUE_INTERFACE, VALUE_MAX, VALUE_MIN, VELOCITY, VERTICAL, 
VISCOSITY, VISCOSITY_RANGE, VISIBILITY, VOLUME, WIREFRAME, X, XY, Y, YES, Z

Physical Variables und 
their Abbreviations

A, ACCELERATION, AM, ANG, ANG_ROT, ANGLE, ANGLE_ROTATION, 
ANGULAR_ACCELERATION, ANGULAR_MOMENTUM, ANGULAR_VELOCITY, BETA, C, 
CENTER_MASS, CM, CYCLE, D, DIR, DIRECTION, DISTANCE, DUR, DURATION, E_KIN, 
E_KIN_TOT, E_ROT, E_ROT_TOT, E_TOT, EKIN, EKIN_TOT, EROT, EROT_TOT, ETOT, F, 
F_EXT, F_IACT, FORCE, FORCE_EXT, FORCE_INTERACTION, LEN, LENGTH, M, M_EXT, 
M_FRICTION, M_TOT, MOMENT_FORCE, MOMENT_FORCE_EXT, MOMENT_FRICTION, 
MOMENTUM, MOMENTUM_TOT, OMG, P, POS, POSITION, T, TIME, TRG_COUNTER, 
TRG_DELAY, TRG_STATE, TRG_TIME, TRIGGER_COUNTER, TRIGGER_DELAY, 
TRIGGER_STATE, TRIGGER_TIME, V, VELOCITY

CoordinatesX, Y, Z
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